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Abstrakt
Magneto-optika je velmi staré odvětvı́ fyziky. Přesto je ale stále ve vývoji a přicházı́ s
novými způsoby využitı́ magneto-optického efektu. Stejně tak jsou neustále vyvı́jeny
nové magneto-optické materiály. Jedna z hlavnı́ch experimentálnı́ch metod zabýva-
jı́cı́ se magneto-optikou je magneto-optický spektrometr určujı́cı́ magneto-optická
spektra. Tato práce se zabývá návrhem a stavbou nového typu tohoto spektrometru.
Spektrometr je založen na fotoelastickém modulátoru a na kalibraci magneto-optické-
ho efektu pomocı́ drobné rotace jednoho z optických elementů. Aparatura umožňuje
měřit jak lineárnı́ tak kvadratický magneto-optický efekt a jejich individuálnı́ přı́spěv-
ky. S využitı́m tohoto spektrometru byla zı́skána magneto-optická spektra Heuslero-
vy slitiny Co2MnSi. Tyto spektra Kerrovy rotace a Kerrovy elipticity byla změřena
ve spektrálnı́m rozsahu 1.6–4.8 eV, a to jak pro lineárnı́ (Bs/pK), tak pro kvadratické
(As/pG44, As/pGs) přı́spěvky. Dle nám dostupných informacı́ by toto měla být obecně
prvnı́ naměřená kvadratická magneto-optická spektera.

Klı́čová slova: Polarizované světlo, Jonesův formalismus, Magneto-optický Kerrův
jev (MOKE), Lineárnı́ magneto-optický Kerrův jev (LinMOKE), Kvadratický magneto-
optický Kerrův jev (QMOKE), Heuslerovy slitiny

Abstract
The magneto-optic is a very old branch of physics. However, the subject is still
progressing, either by using magneto-optical effect in a novel ways and by devel-
oping of new materials and meta-materials. One of the key experimental technique
in field of magneto-optics is a magneto-optical spectrometer, determining magneto-
optical spectra. Within this work, we are building a new magneto-optical spec-
trometer based on photoelastic modulator and magneto-optical effect calibration by
small rotation of the specific optical elements. The setup allows to measure spectra
of both linear and quadratic magneto-optical effects, and their individual contri-
butions. The spectroscopy was applied to Heusler compound Co2MnSi. On this
material, Kerr rotation and Kerr ellipticity spectra of linear (Bs/pK) and quadratic
(As/pG44, As/pGs) contributions were determined in spectral range 1.6–4.8 eV. In our
knowledge, those are the first measured spectra of G-elements.

Keywords: Polarized light, Jones formalism, Magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE),
Linear magneto-optic Kerr effect (LinMOKE), Quadratic magneto-optic Kerr effect
(QMOKE), Heusler compounds
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1 Introduction

First magneto-optic effect, Faraday effect, was discovered by Michael Faraday in
1845. Second type of the magneto-optic effect, Kerr effect, was discovered 31 years
later by reverend John Kerr. Faraday and Kerr effects are similar and only difference
is that the Faraday effect demonstrate through the transmission and the Kerr effect
demonstrate through the reflection from magnetized sample. The scale of penetra-
tion at the reflection is in order of nanometers, but the scale of transmission can be
up to centimeters. That’s why Faraday effect can be much stronger and it is prob-
ably why was the Kerr effect discovered so long after discovery of Faraday effect
[1].

The magneto-optical Kerr effect spectroscopy setup is established on measuring
of spectral dependence of the magneto-optical Kerr effect. At the reflection from
sample with induced magnetic anisotropy (i.e. sample is magnetized) change of
polarization state occurs. This change of polarization state includes Kerr rotation
and Kerr ellipticity. This is how the Kerr effect demonstrates. If we know polariza-
tion state of the incident light and then we measure polarization state of the light
reflected from the sample, we can determine exact value of Kerr rotation and Kerr
ellipticity and thence obtain properties of the sample.

Notice, that in name magneto-optical Kerr effect, nomenclature ”magneto-optical”
is very important, as there is also another Kerr effect, called electro-optical Kerr ef-
fect. This electro-optical Kerr effect is not subject of this work, and whenever in this
work we use the term ” Kerr effect”, we refer to the magneto-optical Kerr effect.

Within this work, we present the construction of magneto-optical Kerr effect
(MOKE) spectroscopy setup. Setup is based on reflection from the magnetized sam-
ple. Optical elements as polarizer and analyzer are used to handle polarization
state of light. Within our setup we also employ photoelastic modulator provid-
ing modulation of the light polarization state and hence reducing the noise of the
measured signal. Another aim of this work is to bring method for measuring lin-
ear magneto-optic Kerr effect (LinMOKE) and quadratic magneto-optic Kerr effect
(QMOKE) through our MOKE spectroscopy setup. Both, LinMOKE and QMOKE,
are contributions to overall MOKE signal.

To describe and work with the MOKE spectroscopy setup, knowledge of polar-
ization of light is required. Chapter 2 deal with the description of polarized light.
We present here description of elliptically polarized light being most general state
of polarization. Jones formalism is introduced as mathematical description of polar-
ized light. Jones formalism describes only fully polarized light and it also describes
optical elements, such is polarizer, compensator etc. Furthermore, description of
the sample and its magneto-optical configurations is also included. At the end of
the Chapter 2 definitions of the magneto-optical effects are presented.

In Chapter 3, we provide the description of our MOKE spectroscopy setup. We
introduce here all the optical elements used within our setup, as are for example:
light source, monochromator, polarizers or detectors. We further describe here most
important electronic devices such is the lock-in amplifier. General informations
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as well as descriptions of exact models used within our setup are presented here.
Photos of this optical elements and electronic devices used within our setup are in-
cluded.

Chapter 4 then deal with measurement technique of the MOKE signal. Two pos-
sible setup arrangement are take into account here. With each arrangement, equa-
tions of light propagation through whole setup are handled. Measurement tech-
niques of Kerr effect signal for both setup arrangement are presented here. More
suited setup arrangement is then employed within our setup.

Within chapter 5, terms LinMOKE and QMOKE are explained and discuss. Aim
of this chapter is to introduce measurement sequences for yielding LinMOKE and
QMOKE contributions independently. For this purpose, influence of magnetization
direction on permittivity tensor of the sample and permittivity tensor itself is thor-
oughly discuss here.

In the last chapter, we present measured magneto-optical spectra of Heusler
compound Co2MnSi. LinMOKE spectra as well as spectra of QMOKE contributions
are presented here. Measured data presented within chapter 6 primarily serve us as
attest of our MOKE spectroscopy setup and measurement techniques used within
it.

At the very end of this work, Appendix A could be found. All sign conventions
and definitions of coordinate systems and their positive direction of the rotation are
presented here.
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2 Polarized light and magneto-optics

2.1 Introduction to polarized light

Understanding of physics of polarized light is a key subject for magneto-optics. It
is crucial to know what is polarized light, how to describe it and how to work with
this description. Therefore, we first describe polarized light, as well as techniques
to handle description of polarized light.

The light is described by electric field vector E(r⃗, t), oscillating through the time
and pointing in some direction every moment. This property is carried by any type
of light. If electric field vector is changing non-periodically and so fast, that we are
unable to follow those changes, then we call light unpolarized. However, when
electric field of light follows periodically repeated trajectory, we call light to be po-
larized. [2]. The light consists of two interconnected waves, electric field wave and
magnetic field wave. However, for description of light, it is enough to use only its
electrical component, as its magnetic part can be straightforwardly derived from
it. Furthermore, electric field wave is that part of electromagnetic wave, which in-
termediates interaction between wave and matter in the first place. Resonance fre-
quency of magnetic moment in matter is usually much lower (typically GHz) than
frequency of oscillation of magnetic field wave carried by light (typically THz-1000
THz). Hence, magnetic moment in matter is simply too slow to follow this very
rapidly changing magnetic field.

The polarized light can be described as a superposition of two orthogonal electric
field vectors, one oscillating along x direction one along y direction. By another
words, any polarization state can be constructed as a superposition of those two (x
and y) polarized waves. Then, the light polarization is described only by amplitudes
E0x, E0y of each wave and by phase shift δ between them. For example, if there is
no phase shift, δ = 0 (respectively δ = n · π, where n is integer), we obtain linearly
polarized light and its rotation in coordinate system depend just on ratio of the
amplitudes. If the phase shift is 90 degrees (respectively δ = (2n− 1) · π

2
, where n is

integer) and amplitudes of both waves are the same, we obtain a circularly polarized
light. In this case, electric field vector tracks circle. Whether we obtain right circular
polarization (RCP), or left circular polarization (LCP), depends on which component
anticipates other. This is matter of convention which can be found in Appendix A.
In all other cases we obtain generally elliptically polarized light (electric field vector
tracks an ellipse). We can also present the polarized light as a superposition of RCP
light and LCP light (i.e. the basis are RCP and LCP). In this description, phase shift
determines how the polarization is rotated in the coordinate system. Furthermore
ratio of amplitudes determine shape of polarization.

Notice, that according to conventions defined in Appendix A, we use the coor-
dinate system s, p and k instead of x, y and z to describe light. This is because the
sample have its own coordinate system described by x, y and z, but this coordinate
system may be different from system describing light beam (s, p, k). Because MOKE
spectroscopy is based on reflection from the sample, there are coordinate systems
related to the sample, to the incident beam and to the reflected beam. In any case,
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in this section we use notation x, y and z to handle polarized light, but it is equal to
notation s, p and k used later.

The most general polarization state is an elliptical polarization. In following,
we introduce how to describe elliptically polarized light. Then, linear and circular
polarization are taken as special cases of elliptical polarization. Namely, the linear
polarization is the elliptical polarization with vanished semi-minor axis (b = 0).
Furthermore the circular polarization is the elliptical polarization with semi-minor
axis b equaled to semi-major axis a (a = b). Elliptical polarization could be describe
by four quantities:

• The azimuth θ. Azimuth is an angle between the semi-major axis a and x axis
of the coordinate system. Whether azimuth θ is positive or negative, it is a
matter of convention, which we define in Appendix A. Because of symmetry
of ellipse in cartesian system θ ∈< π

2
,−π

2
>.

• The ellipticity angle ϵ, which is define as tan ϵ = ± b
a
, where ± b

a
is called ellip-

ticity e. Argument a is the semi-major axis of ellipse and b is semi-minor axis
of ellipse. The sign of the ellipticity angle is also matter of convention and can
be found in Appendix A.

• The amplitude E0 =
√
a2 + b2. Total amplitude of wave.

• Absolute phase δ0. It is angle between semi-major axis a and vector of electric
field in time t = 0 .

In most cases, light polarization state is described by azimuth θ and ellipticity
angle ϵ. The azimuth give information about orientation of the polarization state in
the coordinate system and ellipticity angle describes shape of polarization (linear,
elliptical, circular) [3].

2.2 Jones formalism

In physics, there are many approaches how to describe state of the polarized light as
well as its changes due to passing various optical components. We can use Poincare
sphere, or fourth-component Stokes formalism, but for our purpose we will use
Jones formalism. Jones formalism (also called Jones calculus), was invented by
American physicist Robert Clark Jones in 1941 [4]. It uses 2 × 1 Jones vectors to
describe state of the polarized light and 2× 2 Jones matrices to describe optical ele-
ments, such as polarizer, compensator, etc.. Only limitation of the Jones formalism
is, that it describes only fully polarized light and it can not describe depolarized or
partly polarized light. However, in this work, there is no need to describe depolar-
ized light and we work only with fully polarized light.

As told above, every polarization state can be described by two orthogonal elec-
tric field vectors with amplitudes E0x and E0y and with their phase shift δ = δy − δx.
The Jones vector providing description of a general normalized polarized light state
as:
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Figure 1: Sketched trajectory tracked by electric vector of elliptically polarized light.
All important arguments are sketched as well [3].

Jαδ =


cosα

sinα · eiδ


, (2.1)

where α describes ratio of amplitudes, tanα = E0y

E0x
, and δ is a phase shift of the

waves. However, as only the ratio of amplitudes is given, there is no information
about absolute amplitude of this polarization state. However, in most cases such a
description is sufficient, as absolute value of intensity is usually not handled. Most
processing of the polarization state is based on handling ratio of two different inten-
sities.

Now, using the Eq. (2.1), we can write two important basis of the polarized light:

• The cartesian basis - basis of linear polarization.

Ex =


1

0


, Ey =


0

1


. (2.2)

• The circular basis- basis of the circular polarization.

ER =
1√
2


1

i


, EL =

1√
2


1

−i


. (2.3)

Those two types of basis are interconnected each other. The relation between the
cartesian basis and the circular basis is given by the transition matrix, which writes:
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FXY→LR =
1√
2


1 1

−i i


. (2.4)

Conversion from one basis to the other is equivalent to linear transformation, which
can be expressed as: 

EL ER


=

EX EY


FXY→LR. (2.5)

Inverse transition matrix has form:

FLR→XY = F−1
XY→LR =

1√
2


1 i

1 −i


, (2.6)

and it is used for a transformation of the Jones vector.

JLR =


EL

ER


= FLR→XY


EX

EY


= FLR→XY JXY . (2.7)

As we told in the previous section, general polarization state is an elliptical po-
larization. Thus, it is useful to have description of the elliptical polarization in the
Jones formalism using azimuth θ and ellipticity ϵ. Let’s have elliptically polarized
light, where major axis a is parallel with cartesian axis x, so azimuth θ = 0. Phase
shift must be 90 degree (δ = π

2
) because of condition θ = 0. In the Jones formalism,

such polarization state writes:

Jϵ =


cos ϵ

i sin ϵ


. (2.8)

Obviously, this Jones vector describes just a single special case of the elliptical polar-
ization with θ = 0 (but with arbitrary ϵ). To express this ellipse with general azimuth
θ, we use rotation matrix Rφ, which rotates the ellipse by an angle φ, being:

Rφ =


cosφ − sinφ

sinφ cosφ


. (2.9)

For details about this rotation matrix, please see Appendix A. Because of definition
of azimuth θ, angle of rotation matrix φ is equal to the azimuth (φ = θ). Now, from
Eq. (2.8) and Eq. (2.9) whole description of generally elliptically polarized light with
arbitrary azimuth θ and arbitrary ellipticity ϵ write:

Jθϵ =


cos θ − sin θ

sin θ cos θ


cos ϵ

i sin ϵ


=


cos θ cos ϵ− i sin θ sin ϵ

sin θ cos ϵ+ i cos θ sin ϵ


. (2.10)

By this equation, we can describe arbitrary polarization state by arguments θ and ϵ.
Now, let’s us define complex polarization parameter χ. If we divide Jones vector

by it’s first component we can write:
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JXY =


1

χ


. (2.11)

Number χ than carry whole information of polarization state of light. From Eq. (2.1),
we have:

χαδ = tanα · eiδ. (2.12)

The χ describes generally elliptically polarized light by arguments θ, ϵ. It can be
deduced from Eq. (2.10), being:

χθϵ =
sin θ cos ϵ+ i cos θ sin ϵ

cos θ cos ϵ− i sin θ sin ϵ
=

tan θ + i tan ϵ

1− i tan θ tan ϵ
. (2.13)

If the angles θ and ϵ are small (θ ≪ 1, ϵ ≪ 1) we can make approximation tan θ ≈ θ
and tan ϵ ≈ ϵ. Than, χθϵ is simply expressed as:

χθϵ ≈ θ + iϵ, (2.14)

[3].

2.3 Description of the optical elements

Optical setup consists from set of the optical elements. Each optical element affects
properties of light in a given way. There are several influences on light, for exam-
ple focusing of the light beam (lens), or splitting beam according to wavelength
(prisms). But in this part of chapter, we describes only modification of light polar-
ization by those optical elements.

General modification of polarization state by optical element could be described
by Jones matrix T. The space of the matrix is 2 × 2. If incident light is described by
J(I) and outgoing light is described by J(O), then we can write:

J(O) = TJ(I). (2.15)

If there is more than one optical element, we can make this step for each of them,
or we can consider train of elements as an effective single element with matrix T,
which is build from Ti, where Ti is matrix describing i-th optical element. The ma-
trix T than write:

T = Tn · Tn−1 · ... · T2 · T1, (2.16)

where n is number of optical elements in the system.
Table summarizing description of most common optical elements in Jones for-

malism is in Appendix A [3].
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2.4 Sample and its magneto-optical configurations

In this section, we deal with description of sample and with description of sample’s
magneto-optical configurations. Sample is considered as an optical element and
its response can be also described by Jones matrix. There are two Jones matrices
describing the sample. First matrix SR describes reflection of the sample. Second
matrix ST describes transmission through the sample. These two matrices writes:

SR =


rss rsp

rps rpp


, (2.17)

ST =


tss tsp

tps tpp


. (2.18)

Subscripts inside the matrices say, how is the light reflected. For example rss is re-
flection coefficient of incident s-polarized wave reflected to s-polarized wave. Argu-
ment rsp is reflected coefficient of incident p- polarized wave reflected to s- polarized
wave and so on. If incident light is described by Jones vector J(I) and reflected and
transmitted light is described by J(R) and J(T ), we can write:

J(R) = S(R)J(I), (2.19)

J(T ) = S(T )J(I). (2.20)

Notice, that in the case of the sample with cubic symmetry and without any in-
duced anisotropy, matrices SR and ST become diagonal. Arguments rss, rpp and
tss, tpp have values from 0 (nothing is reflected / transmitted) to 1 (everything is
reflected /transmitted), but off-diagonal arguments are always zero. So there is
no interaction between s and p polarization in the isotropic case. As was told ear-
lier, magneto-optic effect demonstrates by this s-p conversion. Hence, when those
isotropic sample are magnetized, off-diagonal elements become nonzero, due to this
induced anisotropy.

There are three prototypical direction of the magnetization. Definition of the
coordinate system of the sample is shown on Fig. (2) (for more details, please see
Appendix A). If the sample is magnetized in direction parallel to z axis of the sam-
ple, it is called the polar geometry or polar MO configuration. If the magnetization
is parallel to y axis (which lies in plane of the sample and within the plane of inci-
dence), it is called the longitudinal geometry or longitudinal MO configuration. If
magnetization is parallel to x axis (perpendicular to plane of incident), it is called the
transverse geometry or transverse MO configuration. Those three types of magneto-
optic configurations are summarized in Fig. (2). The reflection matrices correspond-
ing to a given magnetization direction are presented in Tab. (1). Notice symmetric
off-diagonal elements for polar geometry and antisymmetric off-diagonal elements
for longitudinal geometry.
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Figure 2: Three types of magneto-optical configurations of sample. MT is for trans-
verse configuration, ML is for longitudinal configuration and MP is for polar con-
figuration.

The Jones reflection matrices for three MO configurations

Polar S⃗R =


rss rspMz

rspMz rpp



Longitudinal S⃗R =


rss rspMy

−rspMy rpp



Transverse S⃗R =


rss 0

0 rpp +∆rppMx



Table 1: Reflection matrices for polar, longitudinal and transverse MO configura-
tions and for effects linear in magnetization [3].
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2.5 Magneto-optic effects

Now, let us define magneto-optic effects, namely Faraday effect and, most impor-
tantly, Kerr effect. Reflection of s-polarized light from the sample is described by
Jones formalism as: 

rss

rps


=


rss rsp

rps rpp


1

0


. (2.21)

Reflection of p-polarized light from sample could be written as:
rsp

rpp


=


rss rsp

rps rpp


0

1


. (2.22)

Now, as angles of rotation and ellipticity of magneto-optic effects are small, we
may use Eq. (2.14). Hence, we obtain definitions of Kerr and Faraday rotation
(θK , θF ) and ellipticity (ϵK , ϵF ).

Kerr effect writes:

ΦK, s = −rps
rss

≈ θK, s + iϵK, s , (2.23)

ΦK, p =
rsp
rpp

≈ θK, p + iϵK, p . (2.24)

And Faraday effect writes:

ΦF, s =
tps
tss

≈ θF, s + iϵF, s , (2.25)

ΦF, p = − tsp
tpp

≈ θF, p + iϵF, p . (2.26)

The subscript s is for s-polarized incident light and p for p-polarized incident light
[3].

As you can see from Kerr effect definition and from Tab. (1), only polar and
longitudinal configurations demonstrate through magneto-optic effect. Transverse
configuration demonstrate just through change of reflection of p-polarized wave.
This property also come from relation describing polarization (of material) induced
by magnetization: ∆PM = ε1(M × E), where M is vector of magnetization and E is
vector of electric field of incident wave. This model for magneto-optic description
is not going to be developed further. We notice it here because we find it useful and
helpful for understanding of magneto-optic effects. And because vector product
within this relation is easy to manage, one can easily deduce under which circum-
stances Kerr effect occurs.
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3 MOKE spectroscopy setup

Within this chapter, we introduce our MOKE spectroscopy setup, thoroughly de-
scribe its elements and how the setup was build. Within our setup, we use two
configurations. One configuration possess normal angle of incidence (AoI), which
is used for quadratic MOKE (QMOKE) measurements. Other possess large (AoI →
45 deg.) angle of incidence, allow us to measure linear MOKE (LinMOKE) effect.
Terms quadratic and linear MOKE are explain and describe in chapter 5. The opti-
cal setup of MOKE spectroscopy is sketched in Fig. (3). Compensator is removable
optical element and its presence allow us to measure Kerr ellipticity. Setup without
compensator is Kerr rotation sensitive.

The MOKE spectroscopy setup can be separated into three sections. First is op-
tical part of the setup, providing processing of light, examination of the sample and
finally light detection. Second part is electronics of setup which is used to handle
optical elements, process signal from detector and connect all the elements with
computer. Third part is software part of setup, providing control of setup, envi-
ronment for developing codes of measurement sequences and communication with
hardware.

3.1 Optical part of setup

Now, let us describe optical part of the setup. Whole optical path with all elements
could be see on Fig. (3). I like to highlight, that our setup is chromatic-aberration-
free, parabolic mirrors are used instead of lenses to focus light beam through whole
setup. Light source is provided by Xenon Lamp. Then two parabolic mirrors are
in use, to focus light into the monochromator input slit. The intensity of light used
within this setup is mostly given by this proper focus into monochromator input
slit. Hence, both parabolic mirrors have to be mounted on manual stages allowing
us to precisely position mirrors to reach this proper focus. This ”focus into input
slit” problem was one of the motivations, why we chose to build our spectroscopy
setup without lenses.

Monochromator provide us monochromatic light (narrow band of wavelengths).
Then, plane and parabolic mirror are used to focus this monochromatic light. Be-
hind this parabolic mirror is placed polarizer. Now, for normal AoI we employ plane
mirror. Because we use polarizer only to yield s−polarized or p-polarized light, this
mirror do not change polarization state of light.

Sample is placed in magnetic field, which is provided by magnetic circuit with
field generated by permanent magnets situated on rotatable motorized stage. After
reflection from sample light travel through compensator in case of Kerr ellipticity
measurement. In case of Kerr rotation measurement, compensator is not present.
Then, light travel through photoelastic modulator (PEM), providing modulation of
polarization state of light. Analyzer at 45 degrees is bound to PEM. Hence, those two
elements rotates always together. At the end of light beam path we use parabolic
mirror to focus light into the detector. Before light enter the detector, slit is in use to
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Figure 3: MOKE spectroscopy setup. Configuration with beam path marked by red
and blue color is used for QMOKE effect measurements. Configuration with beam
path marked by red and green color is used for LinMOKE effect measurements.

stop extraordinary ray from analyzer. Three type of detectors are used within this
setup. It’s detector for UV region, detector for visible light and IR detector.

3.1.1 Light source

At start, we need some powerful light source, providing wide spectral range. Large
intensity is needed, because at every optical element we lose part of the intensity.
Also large light intensity reduces shot-noise of light at detection and hence reduces
needed measurements time. Notice, that just monochromator reduced intensity on
fraction of original intensity provided by lamp. For this purpose, xenon arc lamp is
used. It is a specialized type of gas discharge lamp, where light is produced due to
the passing electricity through ionized xenon.

Light source is provided by Oriel research arc lamp. This lamp is 300 W Xenon
Short Arc Lamp 6259 with horizontal intensity of 700 Cd and approximate flux of
7000 Lumens. Average lifetime is 900 hours. Advantage of this lamp is, that its spec-
trum closely match the UV-VIS solar spectrum. Lamp is housed in Oriel research arc
lamp housing 66-901. Main role of this housing is cooling of the xenon lamp. Photos
of our lamp together with parabolic mirrors and monochromator are presented in
Fig. 4.

3.1.2 Monochromator

Our xenon lamp produces broad band of wavelengths. For our measurements we
need to work with pseudo-monochromatic light. Hence, we use monochromator to
select just one wavelength (narrow band of wavelengths).
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Figure 4: Photos of our Xe-lamp with housing and parabolic mirrors used for light
focus into monochromator input slit.

Monochromator is an optical device, allowing to select narrow band of wave-
lengths from broad band of wavelengths. This can be reached by dispersion on
prism, or by diffraction using a diffraction grating. The requested wavelength is
then selected from the diffracted light by a slit.

In our optical setup, we use monochromator Oriel Cornerstone 260 1/4 m. This
monochromator is construct in in-plane Czerny-Turner optical configuration. Czerny-
Turner configuration is presented in Fig. (5). Point B is input slit. This is point
where light enters the monochromator. Curved mirror C (collimator) is placed in
the effective focus distance from slit B. Hence, the incident light on grating D are
in the state of plane waves. At the grating D the light is diffracted. Mirror E
refocuses the diffracted light on output slit F. The width of band of wavelength
depends on the width of the slit F. Narrower slit provides finer width of selected
wavelength band, but outgoing light intensity get smaller. Therefore, we must
find the compromise between amount of intensity and the sharpness of our wave-
length. Monochromator Oriel Cornerstone have the possibility to switch between
three types of gratings, each one optimized to different wavelength range. The grat-
ings used in the monochromator provide wavelengths from the UV through the near
IR region. Open monochromator Oriel Cornerstone could be see on Fig. (6).

3.1.3 Polarizer (analyzer)

Polarizer (analyzer) is one of the most crucial elements of our MOKE setup. As the
change of polarization state provided by the magneto-optic effect is small, we have
to work with precisely polarized light. The better polarizer we use, the more precise
polarization state we obtain.

In our setup, we use the Rochon Prism beam-splitting polarizers based on effect
called birefringence. Prism itself is manufactured from magnesium fluoride (MgF2).
It is a wide band polarizer operating from UV (140 nm) to IR (7 µm). Advantage
of this polarizer is, that ordinary ray pass through undivided and extraordinary
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Figure 5: In-plane Czerny-Turner configuration for monochromator
(wikipedia.org).

ray is deviated by large angle. This is useful, because we work just with one fully
polarized beam. The principle of polarizer is sketched in Fig. (7). The blue arrow
determine polarization state which propagate through material with higher refrac-
tive index. As you can see, in first part of rochon prism, both, s and p polarization
propagate with same refractive index. In second part of prism, one polarization
state lay in axis with higher refractive index. Hence light beam is divided into two
orthogonal polarizations.

In Jones formalism Polarizer write:

P(0) =


1 0
0 0


, (3.1)

and Polarizer with general orientation write:

P(α) =


cos2 α cosα sinα

cosα sinα sin2 α


. (3.2)

3.1.4 Photoelastic modulator

Photoelastic modulator (PEM), is an optical device invented by J. Badoz in the 1960s.
It is used to periodically modulate phase of electromagnetic radiation, i.e. it varies
the phase of retardation between slow and fast axes periodically. Photoelastic mod-
ulator, as the name suggest, is established on the photoelastic effect. Photoelastic
effect induces optically slow and fast axes, due to stretching or compressing of ma-
terial. In another words, due to the mechanical stress inside the material, light with
different polarization direction propagate through the material with different speed.
This phenomenon is generally known as birefringence induced by a mechanical
stress. The optical element (in our case fused silica) is attached to the piezoelec-
tric transducer. Optical element vibrates due to vibrations of piezocrystal, which
are proportional to voltage applied on PEM. The fused silica bar is excited by its
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Figure 6: Open monochromator Oriel cornerstone 260 1/4m. On the left we can see
three gratings, output slit is below these gratings.

Figure 7: Beam splitting on Rochon prism (wikipedia.org).

natural resonance frequency of about 50 kHz, obviously being also frequency of the
optical modulation. This provide periodic change of birefringence. Hence, starting
with two orthogonal polarization with zero phase shift, after propagation through
silica bar a phase shift ϕ appears. This phase shift provide the change of polarization
state, which is more precisely described in Chapter 2. Phase shift is proportional to
voltage applied on PEM and to the length of the silica bar in direction of propaga-
tion. Those two arguments together give us maximum amplitude (maximum pos-
sible phase shift) of PEM. Depending on amplitude of modulation, different state of
polarization in one period of modulation are provided. Fig. (8) shows one period
of modulation for special case of phase amplitude being one-fourth of the light’s
wavelength. We employ PEM within our setup to reduce the noise of the signal
being second harmonic intensity of detected light.

Our experimental setup is equipped with photoelastic modulator PEM-90 man-
ufactured by company HINDS instruments. The photoelastic modulator consisting
from three major components: optical head, electrical head and controller. Opti-
cal head is optical element containing the fused silica bar and providing the light
modulation. The optical head is connected with electrical head, which consist of
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Figure 8: Quarter-wave amplitude modulation [5].

driver circuit with LC oscillator. Electrical head also intermediate feedback to the
controller. The controller provides information about optical and electrical head
and control the amplitude of the retardation. The controller also provides reference
signal, phase-locked to the optical modulation of the PEM itself. Finally the tem-
perature of the optical element is provided. It is possible to switch between several
units [5].

Figure 9: Photoelastic modulator consisting from optical and electrical head and
controller. Optical head is bound with analyzer at 45 degrees and attached on the
stepper motor.

In Jones formalism, we can describe Photoelastic modulator by matrix:

M =


ei

ϕ
2 0

0 e−iϕ
2


, (3.3)

where ϕ(t) is phase of modulation. Within this work, we assume phase modulation
in form:
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Figure 10: Phase shift ϕS of PEM according to wavelength [6].

ϕ = ϕS + ϕA sinωt. (3.4)

Hence, at the output of PEM, polarization state of light is periodic function of time.
Phase modulation ϕA is amplitude of modulation of PEM. This phase shift is pro-
portional to voltage applied on PEM. Argument ϕS is the phase shift being constant
in time, appearing even if PEM is switched off. For ideal PEM the ϕS is zero. In real
PEM, the influence of ϕS is usually negligible, but it should be noticed.

From calibration of PEM [6], we can show that ϕS of our PEM is negligible as
is presented on Fig. (10). From calibration was further yield coefficients of ampli-
fication and transition of signal at given frequency through electronics of setup:
kDC = 1, k1ω = 0.93, k2ω = 0.86, where ω is frequency of modulation. Finally we
acquired dependence of amplitude of modulation ϕA on voltage applied on PEM
and on wavelength of propagating light.

ϕA = Γ · UPEM , Γ =
1

aλ− b
, (3.5)

a = 1.28
mV

rad · nm
, b = 75.44

mV
rad

. (3.6)

3.1.5 Compensator

Compensator (also called optical retarder), is optical element that alters polariza-
tion state of light. Compensator could be established on phenomena called birefrin-
gence, providing phase shift δ constant in time. But within our setup we need com-
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pensator that provide constant phase shift in time and across wide spectral range.
Hence, compensator established on multiple total reflections is used. Quarter-wave
compensator with phase shift δ= 90 degrees and half-wave compensator with phase
shift δ=180 degrees are two most common types. Within our setup quarter-wave
compensator is used. When placed between sample and PEM, second harmonic in-
tensity signal become Kerr ellipticity sensitive. Hence, compensator is used when
ellipticity measurements are required. This issue is more closely discuss in chapter
4.

In Jones formalism, we can introduce matrix describing compensator as:

C =


ei

δ
2 0

0 e−i δ
2


, (3.7)

and compensator rotated by angle α write:

C = ei
δ
2


cos2 α + sin2 αe−iδ cosα sinα(1− e−iδ)
cosα sinα(1− e−iδ) sin2 α + cos2 αe−iδ


. (3.8)

3.1.6 Detectors

Final optical element in chain of optical elements is an optical detector. Within our
setup, we use two photomultipliers and one photodiode. Photomultiplier tube -
PMT, is a vacuum phototube. It is extremely sensitive detector of light from UV
to near IR spectrum. The photocurrent initially produced by the incident light is
multiplied as much as million times. Incoming photons cause emission of electrons,
so-called photoelectrons. These electrons are absorbed by voltage-biased dynodes,
emitting multiplied number of electrons. Using several dynodes, the original tiny
photocurrent is substantially amplified. Therefore, photomultiplier is able to detect
even single photon.

Within our setup, we use photomultiplier H9307 manufactured by company
HAMAMATSU for detection in UV region. For visible region photomultiplier HAMA-
MATSU H7712-13 is used. Furthermore, for detection of near infrared region, cooled
photodiode detector from company Newport, model 7032 8NS, is used. These de-
tectors are shown on Fig. (11).

3.2 Electronics of setup

Now, we like to introduce and discuss electronics used within our MOKE spec-
troscopy setup. Electronics of setup process the signal from detector and handle ro-
tation and movement of the optical elements. We include in this section also buses
(a collection of wires through which data is transmitted), which are employ within
our setup.

The signal outgoing the detector is received by detector control unit which trans-
mit signal to voltmeter and lock-in amplifier. Voltmeter process DC part of the de-
tected signal and lock-in amplifier process first and second harmonic of the detected
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Figure 11: All three detectors mounted on motorized stage.

signal. Lock-in amplifier as well as voltmeter communicate with computer through
GPIB interface.

All movement and rotations with optical elements are provided by motorized
stages, mostly equipped with two-phase stepper motors. Only exception is dc mo-
tor Owiss used to orient magnetic field, created by permanent magnets. We use dc
motor here, because rotation of magnetic field have to be swift, as at every wave-
length we measure sample under several magnetization directions (up to eight).
Movement and rotation of remaining elements is provided by two-phase stepper
motors with Standa controller unit. Stepper motors are slower than dc motor and
their drivers are simpler. Stepper motors provide: rotation of PEM+analyzer, rota-
tion of polarizer, sample orientation, detector shift (detector selection) and rotation
of filter wheel (Filter selection).

Buses used within this setup are: GPIB, RS232 and USB. GPIB bus controls
lock-in, voltmeter and monochromator, whereas RS232 ports controls PEM control
unit and Xe-lamp control unit. Control units of stepper motors are then controlled
through USB interface.

3.2.1 Lock-in amplifier

The Lock-in amplifier was invented by physicist Robert H. Dicke from Princeton
University. Lock-in amplifier is used to detect and measure very small ac signals
(down-to few nanovolts). Furthermore, it is possible to measure those tiny signals
even in very noisy environment, where noise is thousands times larger than mea-
sured signal. To provide this, lock-in amplifier require reference frequency. Signals
at other frequencies than reference frequency are rejected and do not contribute to
outgoing signal. Those reference frequency originates from experiment. Within our
setup this reference frequency is provided by modulation frequency of PEM.

For our measurements, we use lock-in amplifier SRS model SR830. This amplifier
is presented in Fig. (12). This model further possess auxiliary outputs and inputs,
that are used to command detector control unit.
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Figure 12: Lock-in amplifier Stanford Research System model SR830 DPS. On the top
of the lock-in amplifier PEM controller unit and two voltmeters HP 34401A could
be see.

3.2.2 Voltmeter

Voltmeter in our spectroscopy setup is just used for dc signal measurements. We
use multimeter Hewlett Packard 34401A for this purpose within our setup.

3.2.3 Detector control unit

Home-build detector control unit serve us to handle and switch between all detec-
tors (IR, Vis, UV). The unit is controlled by lock in amplifier. Our lock-in amplifier
possess four auxiliary inputs AUX-in and four auxiliary outputs AUX-out. Con-
nector AUX-out no. 3 provide selection of detector signals. According to applied
voltage on connector (-10V, 0V, +10V) detector control unit will choose which de-
tector’s signal (IR, Vis, UV) will be transmitted to voltmeter and lock-in amplifier.
Voltage on AUX-out no. 1 and no. 2 select control voltage applied on Vis and UV
detector, respectively. Real control voltage on detectors is then read by AUX-in no.1
and no. 2. Control voltage of IR detector is driven manually by independent ampli-
fier. This detector control unit could be also switch to manual regime and its photo
is presented on Fig. (13).

3.3 Software control

Control of the setup is provided by software environment PythonXY(2.7). We chose
this programming language, because it is high-level language with good support to
hardware at low-level and possibility to easily include third-party C-libraries. All
the measurement procedures and sequences was developed within this language,
hence they could be quickly modify. No GUI included.

PythonXY(2.7) is enhanced with module PyVISA which enable to use NI-VISA
architecture, which provides the programming interface between the hardware and
development environments. NI-VISA includes software libraries and interactive
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Figure 13: Detector control unit.

utilities, enable us to control devices on bus GPIB and RS232 through one library.
Devices on USB interface are controlled directly through PyUSB library. For ex-
ample, most of motorized stages and their drivers (5 of 6) used in the setup are
controlled through this C-libraries, interfaced by Python. Last motor, dc motor from
Owiss manufacture, is controlled by USB port through virtual COM port.

Figure 14: Sketch of hardware control. Application program is in our case
PythonXY(2.7).
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4 MOKE measurement procedure

In this chapter, we present Kerr effect measurement techniques. There are sev-
eral ways how to execute Kerr effect measurements using equipment described in
chapter 3. Each arrangement of optical elements give rise to different equations de-
scribing light propagation through setup and hence to different measurement tech-
niques. Used optical elements are: monochromatic light source (consists of Xe lamp
filters and monochromator), polarizer, compensator, PEM, analyzer, detector. As
will be shown later, setup without compensator measures Kerr rotation, whereas
with compensator measures Kerr ellipticity. In another words, presence of quarter
wave compensator (δ = 90◦) causes that setup measure Kerr ellipticity instead of
Kerr rotation and vice versa. Hence, each sample has to be measured twice, once
with compensator and once without it. It is also possible to use parameters from
precise PEM calibration for ellipticity measurements, but we select compensator
method instead, as we find it more accurate and precise.

Within this chapter, we introduce two possible optical setups. First arrangement
possess most of optical elements in the incident beam path. Second arrangement
have most of optical elements in reflected beam path. Both setups have its Pros and
Cons, but because within first optical arrangement (described in Sec. (4.1)) it is much
more complicated to calibrate and measure Kerr rotation and Kerr ellipticity, second
optical arrangement (described in Sec. (4.2)) was chosen for further measurements.

As lot of calculation based on Jones formalism will be executed further in this
chapter, let us mention few principles that will be used. First, all information pro-
vided by this setup is obtain by change of light intensity signal. Hence, as we do
not need to know absolute value of light intensity, every constant prefactor in equa-
tions will be let out. Fact that we do not known absolute value of intensity is ex-
press by adding unknown scaling parameter I0 into the final equations of intensi-
ties. Secondly, according to definition of optical element rotation (could be found
in Appendix A), you may argue that there is an irregularity within our calculations.
When element that is placed at beginning or at the end of optical queue is rotated,
we multiply its Jones matrix just by proper rotational matrix from left side or from
right side, respectively. As in front of first optical element there is no defined po-
larization state of light and hence no defined coordinate system, there is no need
to bother with rotational matrix R−1

φ . Further, as detector measure only intensity of
light, polarization state of light and its coordinate system is unimportant after last
optical element. Hence, while last optical element is rotated, rotational matrix Rφ

could be let out.

4.1 Polarizer - PEM - (compensator) - sample - analyzer setup

Within this setup, most of the elements are in the incident beam path and in the re-
flected beam path is just analyzer. Advantage of this arrangement is, that incoming
beam path do not vary with change of AoI. Hence most of optical element could be
precisely installed only once and do not have to be tuned up whenever we change
QMOKE setup configuration to LinMOKE setup configuration and vice versa.
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Description of this arrangement in Jones formalism write:

Jdet = A(β) R


C(π
2
)


M Jin . (4.1)

Here, Jin is polarization state of incident light given by polarizer. As the polarizer
is bound with PEM at 45 degrees and we do not rotate with PEM within this setup,

Jin =


1
1


. M stands for photoelastic modulator, C(π

2
) is quarter wave compensator,

R is reflection matrix of sample and A(β) is analyzer at arbitrary angle β. Jdet is then
electric field intensities on detector.

As was already told, measurement with and without compensator have to be ex-
ecuted. Hence let us begin with equations of setup without compensator, as equa-
tion for setup with compensator could be then easily deduced from equation of
setup without compensator. Arrangement without compensator write:

Es

Ep


=


1 0
0 0

 
cos β sin β
− sin β cos β

 
rss rsp
rps rpp

 
ei

ϕ
2 0

0 e−iϕ
2

 
1
1


, (4.2)

where β is orientation of analyzer. Solving this equation provide us:

Es = ei
ϕ
2 [rss cos β + rps sin β + e−iϕ(rsp cos β + rpp sin β)], (4.3)

Ep = 0. (4.4)

Intensity on detector is I = |Es|2 and writes:

I = | rss cos β + rps sin β]  
A

+ e−iϕ(rsp cos β + rpp sin β)  
B

|2. (4.5)

Now, as we can write intensity in following form:

I = AA∗ + 2ℜ{AB∗}+BB∗, (4.6)

we take a closer look on its individual contributions.

AA∗ = |rss|2 cos2 β + rssr
∗
ps sin β cos β + r∗ssrps sin β cos β

+|rps|2 sin2 β, (4.7)

AB∗ = eiϕ(rssr
∗
sp cos

2 β + rpsr
∗
pp sin

2 β

+rssr
∗
pp sin β cos β + rpsr

∗
sp sin β cos β, (4.8)

BB∗ = |rpp|2 sin2 β + rspr
∗
pp sin β cos β + r∗sprpp sin β cos β

+ |rsp|2 cos2 β. (4.9)
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To simplify this expressions to more usable form, we have to execute some impor-
tant adjustment and simplifications. These are: (i) while off-diagonal reflection co-
efficients rsp and rps are small, we let out every term which contain them in square
(or multiplied together). (ii) We use adjustment cos β sin β = 1

2
sin 2β. (iii) We apply

breakdown of eiϕ into Bessel functions [7].

sinϕ = sin (ϕS + ϕA sinωt) =J0(ϕA) sinϕS + 2J1(ϕA) cosϕS sinωt

+ 2J2(ϕA) sinϕS cos 2ωt+ ... ,
(4.10)

cosϕ = cos (ϕS + ϕA sinωt) =J0(ϕA) cosϕS − 2J1(ϕA) sinϕS sinωt

+ 2J2(ϕA) cosϕS cos 2ωt+ ... .
(4.11)

As known from PEM calibration, ϕs ≈ 0, hence we assume sinϕS = 0 and cosϕS = 1
and we can write:

sinϕ = 2J1(ϕA) sinωt, (4.12)

cosϕ = J0(ϕA) + 2J2(ϕA) cos 2ωt. (4.13)

Hence, individual parts of Eq. (4.6) are:

AA∗ = |rss|2 cos2 β +
1

2
rssr

∗
ps sin (2β) +

1

2
r∗ssrps sin (2β), (4.14)

AB∗ = [J0(ϕA) + i2J1(ϕA) sin (ωt) + 2J2(ϕA) cos (2ωt)]
rssr

∗
sp cos

2 β + rpsr
∗
pp sin

2 β +
1

2
rssr

∗
pp sin (2β)


, (4.15)

BB∗ = |rpp|2 sin2 β +
1

2
rspr

∗
pp sin (2β) +

1

2
r∗sprpp sin (2β). (4.16)

Now, if we sum these contributions as Eq. (4.6) imply, we get overall intensity I(t),
which can be further divided into its harmonics.

I(t) = IDC + I1ω sin (ωt) + I2ω cos (2ωt). (4.17)
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IDC = |rss|2 cos2 β + |rpp|2 sin2 β

+
1

2
sin (2β)(rssr

∗
ps + r∗ssrps + r∗sprpp + rspr

∗
pp)

+J0(ϕA)2ℜ

rssr

∗
sp cos

2 β + rpsr
∗
pp sin

2 β +
1

2
rssr

∗
pp sin (2β)


, (4.18)

I1ω = 2J1(ϕA)2ℜ

i


rssr

∗
sp cos

2 β + rpsr
∗
pp sin

2 β +
1

2
rssr

∗
pp sin (2β)


,

(4.19)

I2ω = 2J2(ϕA)2ℜ

rssr

∗
sp cos

2 β + rpsr
∗
pp sin

2 β +
1

2
rssr

∗
pp sin (2β)


. (4.20)

If we implement Kerr effect according to definitions from Appendix A, we may
perform these intensities in following form:

IDC = |rss|2(cos2 β − θs sin 2β) + |rpp|2(sin2 β + θp sin 2β)

+ J0(ϕA)ℜ(rssr∗pp)

2θp cos

2 β − 2θs sin
2 β + sin 2β


+ J0(ϕA)ℑ(rssr∗pp)


2ϵp cos

2 β + 2ϵs sin
2 β

, (4.21)

I1ω = 2J1(ϕA)ℜ(rssr∗pp)

2ϵp cos

2 β + 2ϵs sin
2 β


− 2J1(ϕA)ℑ(rssr∗pp)

2θp cos

2 β − 2θs sin
2 β + sin 2β


, (4.22)

I2ω = 2J2(ϕA)ℜ(rssr∗pp)

2θp cos

2 β − 2θs sin
2 β + sin 2β


+ 2J2(ϕA)ℑ(rssr∗pp)


2ϵp cos

2 β + 2ϵs sin
2 β

. (4.23)

These equations show us dependence of intensities on Kerr rotation and Kerr ellip-
ticity. But, there is one significant problem. All three intensities are dependent on
Kerr ellipticity as well as on Kerr rotation. Hence, within these shape of intensities,
it’s impossible to bring some measurement technique to measure strictly Kerr ro-
tation (or Kerr ellipticity). We need to bring some other shape of these equations,
to yield one intensity rotation dependent and other ellipticity dependent. For this
purpose, we introduce complementary Kerr effect.

4.1.1 Complementary Kerr effect

Now, let us define complementary Kerr effect as:
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Φ̃s = −rsp
rss

= θ̃s + iϵ̃s, (4.24)

Φ̃p =
rps
rpp

= θ̃p + iϵ̃p. (4.25)

As you can see, only difference from original Kerr effect is change of off-diagonal
reflection coefficients in fraction. Hence, there are simple relations between this
complementary Kerr effect and original Kerr effect. This relations could be deduced
as follows.

From complementary Kerr effect Φ̃s we may write:

(θ̃s + iϵ̃s) = −rsp
rpp

rpp
rss

= −(θp + iϵp)
rpp
rss

= −(θp + iϵp)


ℜ

rpp
rss


+ iℑ


rpp
rss


. (4.26)

Hence:

θ̃s = −θpℜ

rpp
rss


+ ϵpℑ


rpp
rss


, (4.27)

ϵ̃s = −θpℑ

rpp
rss


− ϵpℜ


rpp
rss


. (4.28)

Similarly for complementary Kerr effect Φ̃p.

(θ̃p + iϵ̃p) =
rps
rss

· rss
rpp

= −(θs + iϵs)
rss
rpp

= −(θs + iϵs)


ℜ

rss
rpp


+ iℑ


rss
rpp


. (4.29)

And hence:

θ̃p = −θsℜ

rss
rpp


+ ϵsℑ


rss
rpp


, (4.30)

ϵ̃p = −θsℑ

rss
rpp


− ϵsℜ


rss
rpp


. (4.31)
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4.1.2 Complementary Kerr effect dependent intensities

Now, using this complementary Kerr effect definition in Eq. (4.18), Eq. (4.19) and
Eq. (4.20), we may introduce intensities dependent on this complementary Kerr ro-
tation θ̃ and complementary Kerr ellipticity ϵ̃.

IDC = |rss|2(cos2 β + θs sin (2β)) + |rpp|2(sin2 β + θp sin (2β))

+ J0(ϕA)2ℜ

−|rss|2(θ̃s − iϵ̃s) cos

2 β + |rpp|2(θ̃p + iϵ̃p) sin
2 β

+
1

2
rssr

∗
pp sin (2β)


, (4.32)

I1ω = 2J1(ϕA)2ℜ

−|rss|2(iθ̃s + ϵ̃s) cos

2 β + |rpp|2(iθ̃p − ϵ̃p) sin
2 β

+ i
1

2
rssr

∗
pp sin (2β)


, (4.33)

I2ω = 2J2(ϕA)2ℜ

−|rss|2(θ̃s − iϵ̃s) cos

2 β + |rpp|2(θ̃p + iϵ̃p) sin
2 β

+
1

2
rssr

∗
pp sin (2β)


. (4.34)

Using fact that ℜ{i(z)} = −ℑ{z}, we may rewrite equations into following form:

IDC = |rss|2(cos2 β + θs sin (2β)) + |rpp|2(sin2 β + θp sin (2β))

+ J0(ϕA)

−|rss|22θ̃s cos2 β + |rpp|22θ̃p sin2 β

+ ℜ

rssr

∗
pp


sin (2β)


, (4.35)

I1ω = −2J1(ϕA)

|rss|22ϵ̃s cos2 β + |rpp|22ϵ̃p sin2 β

+ ℑ

rssr

∗
pp


sin (2β)


, (4.36)

I2ω = 2J2(ϕA)

−|rss|22θ̃s cos2 β + |rpp|22θ̃p sin2 β

+ ℜ

rssr

∗
pp


sin (2β)


. (4.37)

These are final equations of intensities for this setup without compensator. As you
can notice, by analyzer orientation β = 0◦ or β = 90◦ we may switch between de-
pendence on complementary Kerr rotation (ellipticity) θ̃s or θ̃p (ϵ̃s or ϵ̃p), respectively.
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Now, let us introduce how this equations will change, when compensator is
added into this setup. For our purpose, quarter-wave compensator is used and
placed just in front of the sample. Compensator is described by following Jones
matrix:

C = ei
δ
2


1 0
0 e−iδ


δ=π

2= ei
δ
2


1 0
0 −i


, (4.38)

where δ is phase shift of compensator. Because quarter-wave compensator have its
phase shift δ = 90 degrees, matrix describing compensator take form above. If this
matrix will be implement into Eq. (4.2), we just execute few changes in equations
of intensities. Firstly, prefactor of matrix ei

δ
2 is unimportant, as its norm is equal

to 1. Matrix itself could by multiplied with reflection matrix, producing so-called
effective reflection matrix.

R’ =

rss −irsp
rps −irpp


. (4.39)

Hence, description of setup with compensator is same as without compensator, ex-
cept we change coefficients from reflection matrix R for coefficients from effective
reflection matrix R’. Using this in Eq. (4.18), Eq. (4.19) and Eq. (4.20) provide us
equations of intensities for setup with compensator.

IDC,c = |rss|2 cos2 β + |rpp|2 sin2 β

+
1

2
sin (2β)(rssr

∗
ps + r∗ssrps + r∗sprpp + rspr

∗
pp)

+J0(ϕA)2ℜ

i


rssr

∗
sp cos

2 β + rpsr
∗
pp sin

2 β +
1

2
rssr

∗
pp sin (2β)


,

(4.40)

I1ω,c = −2J1(ϕA)2ℜ

rssr

∗
sp cos

2 β + rpsr
∗
pp sin

2 β +
1

2
rssr

∗
pp sin (2β)


,

(4.41)

I2ω,c = 2J2(ϕA)2ℜ

i


rssr

∗
sp cos

2 β + rpsr
∗
pp sin

2 β +
1

2
rssr

∗
pp sin (2β)


.

(4.42)

If we employ complementary Kerr effect within these equation, we obtain final
shapes of intensities for setup with compensator.
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IDC,c = |rss|2(cos2 β + θs sin (2β)) + |rpp|2(sin2 β + θp sin (2β))

− J0(ϕA)

|rss|22ϵ̃s cos2 β + |rpp|22ϵ̃p sin2 β

+ ℑ

rssr

∗
pp


sin (2β)


, (4.43)

I1ω,c = −2J1(ϕA)

−|rss|22θ̃s cos2 β + |rpp|22θ̃p sin2 β

+ ℜ

rssr

∗
pp


sin (2β)


, (4.44)

I2ω,c = −2J2(ϕA)

|rss|22ϵ̃s cos2 β + |rpp|22ϵ̃p sin2 β

+ ℑ

rssr

∗
pp


sin (2β)


. (4.45)

Identity ℜ{i(z)} = −ℑ{z} was also used here. Notice, that this equations are quite
similar to equations for setup without compensator. Only difference is, that depen-
dence on ellipticity and rotation have been exchanged. Again, by analyzer orienta-
tion, dependence on θ̃s or θ̃p (ϵ̃s or ϵ̃p) is selected.

Now, as we have equations of intensities in form where complementary Kerr
rotation and complementary Kerr ellipticity is not mixed together, we can bring
procedure, how to measure these quantities. And because there is direct relation
between complementary Kerr effect and original Kerr effect, it’s possible to intro-
duce technique for yielding value of Kerr rotation and Kerr ellipticity by measuring
complementary Kerr rotation and complementary Kerr ellipticity.

For all the measurements, just signal of second harmonic intensity is sufficient.
Hence, further only this signal will be process. Now let us introduce measurement
techniques for Kerr effect Φp and Kerr effect Φs.

4.1.3 Measurement of Kerr effect Φp

To measure Kerr effect Φp, analyzer is set to position β = 0 degrees and then we
slightly rotate with analyzer around this position. Hence, we can write:

β = 0 + βp, (4.46)

where βp is small angle. Now, we will introduce intensities of second harmonic I2ω
and I2ω,c (Eq. (4.37) and Eq. (4.45)). As βp is small angle, we may introduce several
approximations. Furthermore, we will add few modifications to these equation as
well. The modifications and approximations are:

• from Eq. (4.46) we can introduce following approximations: sin β = βp, sin2 β =
0, cos β = 1.
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• We implement identity ℑ{z∗} = −ℑ{z} and ℜ{z∗} = ℜ{z}.

• We implement factors of transition and amplification of the signal k2ω, which
was obtain from PEM calibration, and also scale intensity I0.

Using those approximations and modifications in Eq. (4.37) and Eq. (4.45) , we can
introduce equations of second harmonic intensities, for analyzer orientation at angle
βp.

I2ω = 4J2(ϕA)I0k2ω|rss|2

−θ̃s + ℜ


rpp
rss


βp


, (4.47)

I2ω,c = 4J2(ϕA)I0k2ω|rss|2

−ϵ̃s + ℑ


rpp
rss


βp


. (4.48)

Now, we have to obtain calibration for each of this equation (i.e. for setup with
and without compensator). When magnetization is fixed, Kerr effect (rotation and
ellipticity) provide constant offset. Hence, the observed signal I2ω (I2ω,c) will be lin-
early dependent on βp. Now, if we measure intensity I2ω (I2ω,c) as a function of a
small rotation of the analyzer by angle βp, we obtain slope of its dependence. This
linear dependence of I2ω (I2ω,c) on βp is calibration slope for given sample. Calibra-
tion slope is sketched on Fig. (15). Slope of this dependence γp (γp,c) could be express
as:

γp = 4J2(ϕA)I0k2ω|rss|2ℜ

rpp
rss


, (4.49)

γp,c = 4J2(ϕA)I0k2ω|rss|2ℑ

rpp
rss


. (4.50)

Notice, that calibration slopes are dependent on reflection coefficients of the sample,
and reflection coefficients are depended on sample orientation and wavelength of
incident light. Hence, with each change of wavelength and whenever we change
orientation of sample, we have to measure new calibration line. When calibration is
done and we know value of γp and γp,c, we fix analyzer at 0 degrees. Hence, signal
I2ω is only complementary Kerr rotation θ̃s dependent and signal I2ω,c is comple-
mentary Kerr ellipticity ϵ̃s dependent. Then, change of signal I2ω or I2ω,c with mag-
netization reversal provide us complementary Kerr rotation θ̃s scaled by ℜ


rpp
rss


or

complementary Kerr ellipticity ϵ̃s scaled by ℑ


rpp
rss


, respectively.

∆I2ω
2γp

= − θ̃s

ℜ


rpp
rss

 , (4.51)

∆I2ω,c
2γp,c

= − ϵ̃s

ℑ


rpp
rss

 . (4.52)
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Figure 15: Linear dependence γ · β presents dependence of I2ω on β. Figure also
presents change of Kerr rotation and second harmonic intensity, provided by over-
turn of magnetization.

Now, we employ Eq. (4.27) and Eq. (4.28), which define relation between comple-
mentary Kerr effect and original Kerr effect. Hence, we may introduce dependence
of change of second harmonic intensity on Kerr rotation θp and Kerr ellipticity ϵp.

∆I2ω
2γp

= θp − ϵp
ℑ


rpp
rss


ℜ


rpp
rss

 , (4.53)

∆I2ω,c
2γp,c

= θp + ϵp
ℜ


rpp
rss


ℑ


rpp
rss

 . (4.54)

As you can see, both intensities are now dependent on Kerr rotation as well as on
Kerr ellipticity. But, as you can notice, if we sum them or deduce them together, we
may obtain dependence only for Kerr rotation or Kerr ellipticity. Ratio of calibration
slopes provide us value of scaling factor of ellipticity.

γp,c
γp

=
ℑ


rpp
rss


ℜ


rpp
rss

 . (4.55)

Hence, while we possess value of this factor, we can introduce technique how to
obtain value of Kerr rotation θp and Kerr ellipticity ϵp.
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Kerr rotation θp:

To obtain Kerr rotation θp, we multiply Eq. (4.54) by ratio


γp,c
γp

2
, and hence

we may write:

∆I2ω
2γp

= θp − ϵp


γp,c
γp


, (4.56)


γp,c
γp

2
∆I2ω,c
2γp,c

=


γp,c
γp

2

θp + ϵp


γp,c
γp


. (4.57)

Summing these two equations together provide us equation for yielding Kerr
rotation θp:

θp =
γp∆I2ω + γp,c∆I2ω,c

2(γ2
p + γ2

p,c)
. (4.58)

Kerr ellipticity ϵp:

By deducting Eq. (4.53) from Eq. (4.54) we obtain equation for yielding Kerr
ellipticity ϵp:

ϵp =
γp∆I2ω,c − γp,c∆I2ω

2(γ2
p + γ2

p,c)
. (4.59)

4.1.4 Measurement of Kerr effect Φs

Now, to measure Kerr effect Φs, we set analyzer to 90 degrees, and then slightly
rotate around this position. Hence, angle β of analyzer rotation write:

β =
π

2
+ βs. (4.60)

Again, we will introduce intensities of second harmonic I2ω and I2ω,c (Eq. (4.37) and
Eq. (4.45)) with several modifications. But now, according to Eq. (4.60) approxima-
tion take from:

• sin β = 1, sin 2β = −2βs, cos β = −βs and cos2 β = 0.

Remaining modifications are same as before. Hence, we can introduce intensities of
second harmonics as:

I2ω = 4J2(ϕA)I0k2ω|rpp|2

θ̃p −ℜ


rss
rpp


βs


, (4.61)

I2ω,c = 4J2(ϕA)I0k2ω|rpp|2

−ϵ̃p + ℑ


rss
rpp


βs


. (4.62)
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Using similar technique as within yielding Φp calibration lines, we rotate with an-
alyzer around position β = π

2
, and hence obtain value of calibration slopes for Φs.

Calibration slopes could be express as:

γs = −4J2(ϕA)I0k2ω|rpp|2ℜ

rss
rpp


, (4.63)

γs,c = 4J2(ϕA)I0k2ω|rpp|2ℑ

rss
rpp


. (4.64)

Ratio of these calibration slopes will be also needed for extraction of original Kerr
effect.

γs,c
γs

= −
ℑ


rss
rpp


ℜ


rss
rpp

 . (4.65)

When we fix analyzer at 90 degrees and measure change of signal I2ω and I2ω,c with
magnetization reversal, we obtain value of scaled complementary Kerr rotation θ̃p
and scaled complementary ellipticity ϵ̃p, respectively.

∆I2ω
2γs

= − θ̃p

ℜ


rss
rpp

 , (4.66)

∆I2ω,c
2γs,c

= − ϵ̃p

ℑ


rss
rpp

 . (4.67)

Again, we use relations between complementary Kerr effect and original Kerr effect
(Eq. (4.27) and Eq. (4.28)).

∆I2ω
2γs

= = θs − ϵs
ℑ


rss
rpp


ℜ


rss
rpp

 , (4.68)

∆I2ω,c
2γs,c

= = θs + ϵs
ℜ


rss
rpp


ℑ


rss
rpp

 . (4.69)

As within this two equations just rotation θs and ellipticity ϵs are unknown, their
expressions are easy to obtain.
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Kerr rotation θs:

To yield equation for Kerr rotation θs measurement, we multiply Eq. (4.69) by

ratio


γs,c
γs

2
. Hence, we may write:

∆I2ω
2γs

= = θs − ϵs
ℑ


rss
rpp


ℜ


rss
rpp

 , (4.70)


γs,c
γs

2
∆I2ω,c
2γs,c

= = θs


γs,c
γs

2

+ ϵs
ℑ


rss
rpp


ℜ


rss
rpp

 . (4.71)

Sum together those two equations yield:

θs =
γs∆I2ω + γs,c∆I2ω,c

2(γ2
s + γ2

s,c)
. (4.72)

Kerr ellipticity ϵs:

Deducting Eq. (4.68) from Eq. (4.69) provide equation for yielding Kerr ellip-
ticity ϵs.

ϵs =
γs∆I2ω,c − γs,c∆I2ω

2(γ2
s + γ2

s,c)
. (4.73)

4.1.5 Summary of measurement techniques

In the end of this section, let us summarize measurement procedures within this
setup arrangement, being: polarizer - PEM - compensator - sample - analyzer. All
relations that give rise to measurement techniques are summarized in Tab. (2).

This optical setup arrangement was first intend to be used, as most of the optical
elements are in incident beam path, which is stable. But after all equations of light
propagation through this setup arrangement was handled, it show up that measure-
ment techniques within this setup are too complicated and inapplicable in practice.
Hence, in flowing section we introduce another setup arrangement, which is not as
handy form manipulation when change of AoI is required, but measurement tech-
niques are much more straightforward.
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Kerr rotation and Kerr ellipticity measurement techniques

Kerr effect Φs Φp

Analyzer orientation β = π
2

β = 0

Rotation measurement θs =
γsI2ω+γs,cI2ω,c

(γ2
s+γ2

s,c)
θp =

γpI2ω+γp,cI2ω,c

(γ2
p+γ2

p,c)

Ellipticity measurement ϵs =
γsI2ω,c−γs,cI2ω

(γ2
s+γ2

s,c)
ϵp =

γpI2ω,c−γp,cI2ω
(γ2

p+γ2
p,c)

Table 2: This Table summarize measurement techniques for optical arrangement:
polarizer-PEM-(compensator)-sample-analyzer. Calibration slopes γs, γs,c, γp and
γp,c are obtained from calibration measurement provided by precise analyzer ro-
tation. It’s important to keep in mind, that calibration slopes are unique for each
photon energy and sample orientation.

4.2 Polarizer - sample - (compensator) - PEM - analyzer setup

Within this setup, in incident beam path is installed only polarizer and all other op-
tical elements are installed in reflected beam path. In Jones formalism, we describe
this setup as:

Jdet =

(α)
AM


C(π

2
)


R Jin . (4.74)

Jin is polarization state of incident light given by polarizer, R is reflection matrix
of the sample, C(π

2
) is quarter-wave compensator and AM is PEM bound with ana-

lyzer at 45 degrees, which together could be rotate by arbitrary angle β. In matrix
description setup write:


Es

Ep


=

1

2


1 1
1 1

 
ei

ϕ
2 0

0 e−iϕ
2

 
cos β sin β
− sin β cos β


ei

δ
2 0

0 e−i δ
2


rss rsp
rps rpp

 
cosα
sinα


.

(4.75)
Incident light from polarizer together with reflection matrix give:

R Jin =


rss cosα + rsp sinα
rps cosα + rpp sinα


. (4.76)

Hence, by proper polarizer orientation we may select which Kerr effect will partici-
pate in equations. For polarizer orientation α = 0 only Kerr effect Φs take effect and
for orientation α = 90 degrees only Kerr effect Φp take effect.
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4.2.1 Measurement of Kerr effect Φs

To measure Kerr effect Φs we fix polarizer at 0 degrees and hence only reflection co-
efficients rss and rps will further proceed. According to definition, this two reflection
coefficient give rise to Kerr effect Φs (see Appendix A).

Equation of setup without compensator write:
Es

Ep


=

1

2


1 1
1 1

 
ei

ϕ
2 0

0 e−iϕ
2

 
cos β sin β
− sin β cos β

 
rss rsp
rps rpp

 
1
0


, (4.77)

which become:


Es

Ep


=

1

2
ei

ϕ
2


(rss cos β + rps sin β) + e−iϕ(−rss sin β + rps cos β)
(rss cos β + rps sin β) + e−iϕ(−rss sin β + rps cos β)


. (4.78)

Because Es = Ep and E =


E2
s + E2

p we can introduce overall electric field intensity
as: E =

√
2Es =

√
2Ep. Constant prefactors could be let out, as was discuss earlier.

Hence, intensity on detector is:

I = |Es|2, (4.79)

I = |(rss cos β + rps sin β) + e−iϕ(−rss sin β + rps cos β)|2. (4.80)

According to Kerr effect definition, intensity write:

I = | rss [cos β − (θs + iϵs) sin β]  
A

−e−iϕrss[sin β + (θs + iϵs) cos β)  
B

|2. (4.81)

Since this equation is count as I = AA∗+2ℜ{AB∗}+BB∗, let us introduce its parts.

AA∗ = |rss|2(cos2 β − 2θs cos β sin β + θ2s sin
2 β + ϵ2s sin

2 β), (4.82)

AB∗ = −|rss|2eiϕ[cos β sin β + θs(cos
2 β − sin2 β)− iϵs

−θ2s cos β sin β − ϵ2s cos β sin β], (4.83)

BB∗ = |rss|2[sin2 β + 2θs sin β cos β + θ2s cos β sin β + ϵ2s cos β sin β].

(4.84)

Now, we use similar modifications as we use within calculation in previous section
describing the first setup. These modifications are: (i) we neglect terms where rota-
tion or ellipticity is in square or they are multiply together, (ii) we apply breakdown
of eiϕ into Bessel functions according to Eq. (4.12) and Eq. (4.13).
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AA∗ = |rss|2(cos2 β − θs sin 2β), (4.85)

AB∗ = −|rss|2 [J0(ϕA) + i2J1(ϕA) sin (ωt) + 2J2(ϕA) cos (2ωt)]
1

2
sin 2β + θs(cos

2 β − sin2 β)− iϵs


, (4.86)

BB∗ = |rss|2[sin2 β + θs sin 2β].

(4.87)

Hence, signal of intensity could be itemized into its harmonic parts:

I(t) = IDC + I1ω sin (ωt) + I2ω cos (2ωt). (4.88)

IDC = |rss|2 − J0(ϕA)|rss|2[sin 2β + 2θs(cos
2 β − sin2 β)], (4.89)

I1ω = −2J1(ϕA)(2ϵs), (4.90)

I2ω = −J22(ϕA)|rss|2[sin 2β + 2θs(cos
2 β − sin2 β)]. (4.91)

Now, if β = 0 + βs, where βs is small angle:

IDC = |rss|2 − 2J0(ϕA)I0|rss|2(θs + βs), (4.92)

I1ω = −4J1(ϕA)I0k1ω|rss|2(ϵs), (4.93)

I2ω = −4J2(ϕA)I0k2ω|rss|2(θs + βs). (4.94)

These are final equations of setup without compensator for Kerr rotation θs mea-
surements. As you can notice, coefficients k1ω and k2ω was added here as well as
scale intensity I0.

Now, if within this setup compensator is used, we may just introduce effective
reflection matrix as we did within first setup calculations. Effective reflection matrix
R’ is reflection matrix multiplied with compensator matrix. Then, by replacing coef-
ficients of reflection matrix by coefficients of modified reflection matrix in equations
above, we obtain solution for this setup with compensator. Quarter wave compen-
sator is used within our setup and its matrix write:
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C(π
2
) = ei

δ
2


1 0
0 −i


, (4.95)

and hence, effective reflection matrix is:

C(π
2
)R = R’ = ei

δ
2


rss rsp

−irps −irpp


. (4.96)

Therefore, in setup with compensator Eq. (4.81) will be modify by following way:

Ic = | rss [cos β + (iθs − ϵs) sin β]  
Ac

−e−iϕrss[sin β − (iθs − ϵs) cos β)  
Bc

|2, (4.97)

and its individual parts will modify as:

AA∗
c = |rss|2(cos2 β − ϵs sin 2β), (4.98)

AB∗
c = −|rss|2 [J0(ϕA) + i2J1(ϕA) sin (ωt) + 2J2(ϕA) cos (2ωt)]

1

2
sin 2β + ϵs(cos

2 β − sin2 β) + iθs


, (4.99)

BB∗
c = |rss|2[sin2 β + ϵs sin 2β].

(4.100)

As only difference is, that rotation is now imaginary and ellipticity is real, equations
of intensities for setup with compensator take following form:

IDC,c = |rss|2 − 2J0(ϕA)I0|rss|2(ϵs + βs), (4.101)

I1ω,c = +4J1(ϕA)I0k1ω|rss|2(θs), (4.102)

I2ω,c = −4J2(ϕA)I0k2ω|rss|2(ϵs + βs). (4.103)

These are final equation of setup with compensator for Kerr ellipticity ϵs measure-
ments. Again, respective coefficients was added into the equations.

Now, as you can see from final intensity equations of this setup, signal I2ω is
suited for Kerr rotation θs measurements and signal I2ω,c is suited for Kerr ellipticity
ϵs measurements. Technique of taking calibration line is exactly the same as was
described within first setup arrangement in previous section. We fix magnetization
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and measure change of second harmonic intensity, while slightly rotate with ana-
lyzer (together with PEM) around position β = 0. Notice, that within this setup,
calibration line is exactly the same for setup with and without compensator.

γs = −4J2(ϕA)I0k2ω|rss|2. (4.104)

When calibration is done and we possess value of calibration slope γs, we fix an-
alyzer at zero degrees. Then change of signal I2ω and I2ω,c with magnetization re-
versal correspond to change of rotation and ellipticity, respectively. Hence, Kerr
rotation θs and Kerr ellipticity ϵs is measured according to these relations:

θs =
∆I2ω
2γs

, (4.105)

ϵs =
∆I2ω,c
2γs

. (4.106)

4.2.2 Measurement of Kerr effect Φp

To measure Kerr effect Φp we fix polarizer at position α = 90 degrees. Hence, only
reflection coefficients rsp and rpp participate further and hence setup become Kerr
effect Φp sensitive. As all the calculations are same as within setting for Kerr effect
Φs, we just introduce few steps here. Description of setup write:

Es

Ep


=

1

2


1 1
1 1

 
ei

ϕ
2 0

0 e−iϕ
2

 
cos β sin β
− sin β cos β

 
rss rsp
rps rpp

 
0
1


. (4.107)

Intensity on detector then write:

I = | rpp[(θp + iϵp) cos β + sin β]  
A

+ eiϕrpp[−(θp + iϵp) sin β + cos β]  
B

|2, (4.108)

and its parts are:

AA∗ = |rpp|2(sin2 β + θp sin 2β), (4.109)

AB∗ = |rpp|2 [J0(ϕA) + i2J1(ϕA) sin (ωt) + 2J2(ϕA) cos (2ωt)]
1

2
sin 2β + θp(cos

2 β − sin2 β) + iϵp


, (4.110)

BB∗ = |rpp|2[cos2 β − θp sin 2β].

(4.111)
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Hence, individual intensities with respect to analyzer position β = 0 + βp, where βp

is small angle, could be express as:

IDC = |rpp|2 + 2J0(ϕA)I0|rpp|2(θp + βp), (4.112)

I1ω = −4J1(ϕA)I0k1ω|rpp|2(ϵp), (4.113)

I2ω = 4J2(ϕA)I0k2ω|rpp|2(θp + βp), (4.114)

and intensities for setup with compensator as:

IDC,c = |rpp|2 − 2J0(ϕA)I0|rpp|2(ϵp − βp), (4.115)

I1ω,c = −4J1(ϕA)I0k1ω|rss|2(θp), (4.116)

I2ω,c = −4J2(ϕA)I0k2ω|rss|2(ϵp − βp). (4.117)

Again, signals I2ω and I2ω,c are used to obtain Kerr rotation θp and Kerr ellipticity ϵp,
respectively. Calibration slopes has opposite sign, but their absolute value are same
for setup with and without compensator. Calibration line γp write:

γp = 4J2(ϕA)I0k2ω|rss|2. (4.118)

Hence, relations for Kerr rotation θp and Kerr ellipticity ϵp writes:

θp =
∆I2ω
2γp

, (4.119)

ϵp = −∆I2ω,c
2γp

. (4.120)

4.2.3 Summary of measurement techniques

Here we summarize measurement techniques that was derived within this setup ar-
rangement. As you can see in Tab. (3), measurement techniques are much more
straightforward than within previous setup arrangement. Hence, this setup ar-
rangement will be employ for further measurements.
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Kerr rotation and Kerr ellipticity measurement techniques

Kerr effect Φs Φp

Polarizer orientation α = 0 α = π
2

Rotation measurement θs =
∆I2ω
2γs

θp =
∆I2ω
2γp

Ellipticity measurement ϵs =
∆I2ω,c

2γs
ϵp = −∆I2ω,c

2γp

Table 3: This table summarize measurement techniques for setup arrangement:
polarizer-sample-(compensator)-PEM-analyzer. Calibration slopes γs and γp are ob-
tained from calibration measurement provided by precise PEM+analyzer rotation.
It’s important to keep in mind, that calibration slopes are unique for each wave-
length and sample orientation.
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5 Quadratic and Linear MOKE

Within previous chapter, we introduced technique for measuring Kerr effect signal.
Aim of this chapter is to bring method for separation of Kerr effect signal into con-
tributions of linear magneto-optic Kerr effect (LinMOKE) and quadratic magneto-
optic Kerr effect (QMOKE). Each contribution have different order in magnetiza-
tion. Hence, LinMOKE is contribution depending on magnetization in first order.
QMOKE is then contribution depending on magnetization in quadratic form. As
the order in magnetization grow, the contributions get weaker, so QMOKE is about
10 times weaker then LinMOKE. Hence, measurement of QMOKE is clearly more
demanding task. Contributions with higher order in magnetization are negligible
and we assume they do not affect our measurements.

To bring method for separation signal on QMOKE and LinMOKE, we have to
first understand where from these contributions came from, and what determine
their magnitude. Hence, we have to introduce permittivity tensor of sample and
describe its change when magnetized.

Because it would be too complicated to describe method for Kerr effect contribu-
tion separation of sample with general crystallographic structure and with general
magnetization direction, we restrict ourselves (i) on samples with 4-fold symmetry
(cubic or tetragonal crystallographic structure), (ii) sample surface orientation (001),
(iii) magnetization direction in-plane being M = (MT ,ML, 0). These restrictions orig-
inate from the fact, that samples we study or plan to study (Heusler compounds, bcc
Fe etc.) possess this 4-fold symmetry and magnetization easy axis being in-plane.

5.1 Permittivity tensor

Optical properties of crystal is given by its permittivity tensor. Permittivity tensor is
determined by various phenomena, mostly by its atomic (molecular) structure. But
overall permittivity tensor is furthermore modify by phenomena like stress, strain,
electric and magnetic field etc. Magneto-optic effects originates just from this in-
fluence of magnetic field on permittivity tensor (but not every material is magneto-
optically active, i.e. just certain materials change noticeably their permittivity tensor
while magnetized). Each element of permittivity tensor could be introduce as sum
of contributions, each with different dependence on sample magnetization.

εij = ε
(0)
ij + ε

(1)
ij + ε

(2)
ij + ..., (5.1)

where superscript index tell us order in magnetization. We can introduce Eq. (5.1)
also in following form [8]:

εij = ε
(0)
ij +

ε
(1)
ij →LinMOKE  
KijkMk +GijklMkMl  

ε
(2)
ij →QMOKE

+... , (5.2)

where Mk, Ml are components of relative magnetization. Here, ε
(0)
ij denotes the

component to permittivity tensor independent on magnetization direction. Compo-
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nents Kijk are elements of the so-called linear magneto-optic tensor. This tensor give
rise to optical phenomena called LinMOKE and determine first order in magnetiza-
tion contribution to overall permittivity tensor. Components Gijkl are elements of
the so-called quadratic magneto-optic tensor, which give rise to phenomena called
QMOKE and determine shape and magnitude of second order in magnetization
contributions. Both, linear as quadratic MOKE manifest through the Kerr effect, but
each with different magnitude [9].

5.1.1 Permittivity tensor of cubic crystal

Now, let us take a closer look on Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.2) in case of cubic crystal.
General shape of ε(0)ij take form:

ε
(0)
ij =

ε
(0)
11 ε

(0)
12 ε

(0)
13

ε
(0)
21 ε

(0)
22 ε

(0)
23

ε
(0)
31 ε

(0)
32 ε

(0)
33

 . (5.3)

General relation for ε(1)ij is:

ε
(1)
11

ε
(1)
22

ε
(1)
33

ε
(1)
23

ε
(1)
31

ε
(1)
12

ε
(1)
32

ε
(1)
12

ε
(1)
21


=



K111 K112 K113

K221 K222 K223

K331 K332 K333

K231 K232 K233

K311 K312 K313

K121 K122 K123

K321 K322 K323

K131 K132 K133

K211 K212 K213



M2
1

M2
2

M2
3

 , (5.4)

and for ε(2)ij :



ε
(2)
11

ε
(2)
22

ε
(2)
33

ε
(2)
23

ε
(2)
31

ε
(2)
12

ε
(2)
32

ε
(2)
13

ε
(2)
21


=



G1111 G1122 G1133 G1123 G1131 G1112 G1132 G1113 G1121

G2211 G2222 G2233 G2223 G2231 G2212 G2232 G2213 G2221

G3311 G3322 G3333 G3323 G3331 G3312 G3332 G3313 G3321

G2311 G2322 G2333 G2323 G2331 G2312 G2332 G2313 G2321

G3111 G3122 G3133 G3123 G3131 G3112 G3132 G3113 G3121

G1211 G1222 G1233 G1223 G1231 G1212 G1232 G1213 G1221

G3211 G3222 G3233 G3223 G3231 G3212 G3232 G3213 G3221

G1311 G1322 G1233 G1323 G1331 G1312 G1332 G1313 G1321

G2111 G2122 G2133 G2123 G2131 G2112 G2132 G2113 G2121





M2
1

M2
2

M2
3

M2M3

M3M1

M1M2

M3M2

M1M3

M2M1


.

(5.5)
The number of independent components can be reduced by using so-called Onsager
relation:
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εij(M) = εji(−M). (5.6)

From this relation comes [8]:

ε
(0)
ij = ε

(0)
ji , (5.7)

Kijk = −Kjik, Kiik = 0, i ̸= j ̸= k, (5.8)

Gijkl = Gjikl = Gjilk = Gijkl. (5.9)

Then, Eq. (5.4) and Eq. (5.5) could be simplify as follows [9]:

ε
(1)
23

ε
(1)
31

ε
(1)
12

ε
(1)
32

ε
(1)
12

ε
(1)
21


=


K231 K232 K233

K311 K312 K313

K121 K122 K123

−K231 −K232 −K233

−K311 −K312 −K313

−K121 −K122 −K123


M2

1

M2
2

M2
3

 . (5.10)



ε
(2)
11

ε
(2)
22

ε
(2)
33

ε
(2)
23

ε
(2)
13

ε
(2)
12


=


G1111 G1122 G1133 2G1123 2G1131 2G1112

G2211 G2222 G2233 2G2223 2G2231 2G2212

G3311 G3322 G3333 2G3323 2G3331 2G3312

G2311 G2322 G2333 2G2323 2G2331 2G2312

G3111 G3122 G3133 2G3123 2G3131 2G3112

G1211 G1222 G1233 2G1223 2G1231 2G1212




M2

1

M2
2

M2
3

M2M3

M1M3

M1M2

 . (5.11)

Notice, that in case of Eq. (5.10) we do not introduce diagonal contributions. That’s
because they are all zero, as come from Onsager relation. In case of Eq. (5.11), just
three off-diagonal components are introduced, while off-diagonal components with
reverse indexes are exactly the same. Again, this property of tensor G come from
Onsager relation.

Now, in case of cubic crystal structure owning point symmetry, the number of
independent components is reduced further. From cubic symmetry comes [8]:

ε
(0)
ij = ε

(0)
d δij, (5.12)

Kijk = ϵijkK, (5.13)

Giiii = G11, (5.14)

Giijj = G12, i ̸= j, (5.15)

G1212 = G3131 = G2323 = G44. (5.16)
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Hence, we can Eq. (5.3), (5.10) and (5.11) further simplify, which provides us shape
of permittivity tensor of cubic crystal in breakdown form, as in Eq. (5.1) and Eq.
(5.2) [9]:

ε
(0)
cubic =

ε
(0)
d 0 0

0 ε
(0)
d 0

0 0 ε
(0)
d

 , (5.17)

ε
(1)
cubic =



ε
(1)
23

ε
(1)
31

ε
(1)
12

ε
(1)
32

ε
(1)
13

ε
(1)
21


=


K123 0 0
0 K123 0
0 0 K123

−K123 0 0
0 −K123 0
0 0 −K123


M2

1

M2
2

M2
3

 , (5.18)

ε
(2)
cubic =



ε
(2)
11

ε
(2)
22

ε
(2)
33

ε
(2)
23

ε
(2)
13

ε
(2)
12


=


G11 G12 G12 0 0 0
G12 G11 G12 0 0 0
G12 G12 G11 0 0 0
0 0 0 2G44 0 0
0 0 0 0 2G44 0
0 0 0 0 0 2G44




M2

1

M2
2

M2
3

M2M3

M1M3

M1M2

 . (5.19)

As presented, in case of cubic symmetry of crystal number of variables describ-
ing permittivity tensor and its magneto-optical contributions is reduced substan-
tially. Contribution ε

(0)
ij have only one free parameter εd and linear magneto-optic

tensor have another one K123. Quadratic magneto-optic tensor then possess three
free parameters.

Furthermore, notice that in this section we used notation for magnetization as
follows: M = (M1,M2,M3). Further, we will use notation that correspond to magneto-
optical configuration (see Sec. (2.4)). Hence M = (M1,M2,M3) = (MT ,ML,MP ).

5.1.2 Permittivity tensor of sample with general orientation and with in-plane
magnetization direction

Now, if magnetization lies only in plane of sample surface, M = (MT ,ML, 0), we
can deduce from Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.17)-(5.19) expressions for elements of overall
tensor εij . First, we introduce elements of permittivity tensor that is not rotated
in our coordinate system, i.e. direction [100] in sample have same direction and
orientation as x axis of sample’s coordinate system.
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εxx = ε
(0)
d +G11M

2
T +G12M

2
L, (5.20)

εyy = ε
(0)
d +G12M

2
T +G11M

2
L, (5.21)

εzz = ε
(0)
d +G12M

2
T +G12M

2
L. (5.22)

εxy = εyx = 2G44MLMT , (5.23)

εxz = −εzx = KML, (5.24)

εyz = −εzy = −KMT . (5.25)

Here, the components of magnetization could be express by following way:

ML = My = ∥M∥ sinµ, (5.26)

MT = Mx = ∥M∥ cosµ, (5.27)

MP = Mz = 0, (5.28)

where µ is angle between magnetization and axis x in our sample’s coordinate sys-
tem, as is shown on Fig. (16).

Figure 16: Definition of sample rotation angle σ and magnetization rotation angle µ.

Now, if we rotate sample by angle σ in our coordinate system, as is sketched on
Fig. (16), permittivity tensor have to be rotate as well.


ε
(σ)
xx ε

(σ)
xy ε

(σ)
xz

ε
(σ)
yx ε

(σ)
yy ε

(σ)
yz

ε
(σ)
zx ε

(σ)
zy ε

(σ)
zz

 =

cosσ − sinσ 0

sinσ cosσ 0

0 0 1


εxx εxy εxz

εyx εyy εyz

εzx εzy εzz


 cosσ sinσ 0

− sinσ cosσ 0

0 0 1

 ,

(5.29)
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where superscript (σ) denotes for permittivity element of sample with general ori-
entation. For our purpose, it’s enough to express just off-diagonal elements. From
equation above they write:

ε(σ)xy = ε(σ)yx =
1

2
(εxx − εyy) sin 2σ + εxy cos

2 σ − εxy sin
2 σ, (5.30)

ε(σ)xz = −ε(σ)zx = εxz cosσ − εyz sinσ, (5.31)

ε(σ)yz = −ε(σ)zy = εxz sinσ + εyz cosσ. (5.32)

Now, if we implement Eq. (5.20)-(5.25) into equations above, we obtain expression of
off-diagonal elements for rotated permittivity tensor. However, in this description
we rotate sample together with its magnetization. On the other hand, in real exper-
iment we rotate only the sample with magnetization being fixed to the coordinate
system of the setup. Hence, we have to use for magnetization following description:
ML,rot = ∥M∥ sin (µ− σ) and MT,rot = ∥M∥ cos (µ− σ).

ε(σ)xy = ε(σ)yx = 2G44 cos (2σ)ML,rotMT,rot

−Gs cosσ sinσ

M2

L,rot −M2
T,rot


, (5.33)

ε(σ)xz = −ε(σ)zx = KML,rot cosσ +KMT,rot sinσ, (5.34)

ε(σ)yz = −ε(σ)zy = KML,rot sinσ −KMT,rot cosσ. (5.35)

Here, we introduce parameter Gs = G11 − G12. Because we are only able to change
magnetization direction and not its magnitude (∥M∥ = 1), we are not able to mea-
sure components G11 and G12 independently.

By adjustment of trigonometric functions in equations above, we may introduce
off-diagonal elements of rotated permittivity tensor with dependence on real mag-
netization direction ML and MT [8].

ε(σ)xy = ε(σ)yx =


2G44 +

Gs − 2G44

2
(1− cos 4σ)


MLMT

−Gs − 2G44

4
sin 4σ


M2

L −M2
T


, (5.36)

εxz(σ) = −ε(σ)zx = KML, (5.37)

ε(σ)yz = −ε(σ)zy = −KMT . (5.38)

Once again, σ is angle between axis x of our coordinate system of the setup and
crystallographic direction [100] of the sample.
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5.2 Separation of MOKE contributions

At start, let us define Kerr effect as function of permittivity tensor:

Φs = −rps
rss

= As


ε(σ)yx − ε

(σ)
yz ε

(σ)
zx

εd


+Bsε

(σ)
zx , (5.39)

Φp =
rsp
rpp

= −Ap


ε(σ)xy − ε

(σ)
zy ε

(σ)
xz

εd


+Bpε

(σ)
xz , (5.40)

where As/p (Bs/p) is an even (odd) function of the angle of incidence. For small AoI
we can adopt As/p ∼ cos(AoI) and Bs/p ∼ sin(AoI) [8].

Now, once we have derived Eq. (5.36), Eq. (5.37) and Eq. (5.38), we can substi-
tute them into equations of Kerr effect definition (Eq. (5.39) and Eq. (5.40)). Hence,
we can introduce equation, where Kerr effect depends on sample orientation and
magnetization direction.

Φs/p = ± As/p


1

2
G44 [(1 + cos 4σ) sin 2µ− sin 4σ cos 2µ]

+
1

4
Gs [(1− cos 4σ) sin 2µ+ sin 4σ cos 2µ]


∓ As/p

K2

2εd
sin 2µ (5.41)

∓ Bs/p K sinµ.

As in contribution ∓As/p
K2

2εd
sin 2µ element K is in square, its value is negligible and

it could be let out.

Φs/p = ± As/p


1

2
G44 [(1 + cos 4σ) sin 2µ− sin 4σ cos 2µ]

+
1

4
Gs [(1− cos 4σ) sin 2µ+ sin 4σ cos 2µ]


∓ Bs/p K sinµ. (5.42)

This is a final equation of Kerr effect, and one of the most important equation
within this work. It determines what are the Linear and Quadratic contribution to
overall Kerr effect and how they are dependent on sample orientation, magnetiza-
tion direction and on factors As/p and Bs/p. Hence, according to this equation and
fact, that for normal incidence Bs/p → 0:
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• We employ setup arrangement with normal AoI for measurements of QMOKE
contribution.

• For measurements of LinMOKE contribution, we employ arrangement with
AoI about 45 degrees.

As you can notice, by normal incidence we get rid of LinMOKE contribution, but
we still have mixed up elements G44 and Gs. Hence, according to final Kerr effect
equation, we may propose algorithm of measurements using different sample and
magnetization orientations to separate these two elements.

Furthermore, from our MOKE spectroscopy setup measurements, we are only
able to yield real and imaginary parts of As/pG44, As/pGs and Bs/pK. These quan-
tities are in units of degrees and its value is in order of mili-degrees up to tens of
mili-degrees. Hence, real part of these quantities correspond to Kerr rotation and
imaginary part to Kerr ellipticity. Factors As/p and Bs/p could be obtain through
ellipsometry measurements.

5.2.1 Quadratic magneto-optic Kerr effect measurement procedure

Now, to measure contribution to QMOKE from As/pG44 or As/pGs independently, we
have to execute measurement sequence of various magnetization directions with
well chosen sample orientation. By this, we are able to suppress one or the other
contribution to QMOKE.

To measure contribution As/pG44 we fix sample at position σ = 0◦. Hence, mea-
sured Kerr rotation and Kerr ellipticity originate just from term As/pG44. Then, we
execute measurements under magnetization directions µ= 45◦, 135◦, 225◦, 315◦ one
by one. If we sum measured Kerr effects by appropriate way, we obtain element G44

scaled by factor As/p.

→ Φ45
s/p + Φ225

s/p − Φ135
s/p − Φ315

s/p = ±4As/pG44.

This prescription correspond to following measurement sequence within our spec-
troscopy setup.

I452ω + I2252ω − I1352ω − I3152ω

4γs/p
= ±As/pG44, (σ = 0◦). (5.43)

To measure contribution As/pGs we rotate sample by angle σ = 45◦. Hence mea-
sured Kerr effect signal originate just from contribution As/pGs. Again, we execute
measurements under magnetization directions µ= 45◦, 135◦, 225◦, 315◦.

→ Φ45
s/p + Φ225

s/p − Φ135
s/p − Φ315

s/p = ±2As/pGs.

Within our setup, this measurement sequence is executed as follows:

I452ω + I2252ω − I1352ω − I3152ω

2γs/p
= ±As/pGs, (σ = 45◦). (5.44)
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We like to remind that to measure imaginary part of these quantities we employ
compensator into the setup, but otherwise measurement technique is exactly the
same.

Both measurements procedures are sketched on Fig. (17). It is also possible to use
sample orientation σ = 22.5 for yielding As/pG44 and sample orientation σ = −22.5
for yielding As/pGs. But using these sample orientation positions, we have to obey
magnetization directions for which is sin 2µ = cos 2µ. Hence we put in use sample
orientation directions as described above, as it is more general.

Furthermore, notice that even if there will be some contribution from LinMOKE,
it is canceled by summing over the magnetization directions. Hence, while we mea-
sure quadratic effect, we suppress LinMOKE contribution in two steps. Once by
normal AoI and once by summation over magnetization directions. This is very use-
ful, because contribution of LinMOKE is about ten times stronger than contribution
of QMOKE.

Figure 17: One of possible ways how to measure elements As/pG44 (left) and As/pGs

(right) of QMOKE contribution.

5.2.2 Linear magneto-optic Kerr effect measurement procedure

With setup modified to AoI of 45 degrees, LinMOKE start to contribute to Kerr sig-
nal significantly. As there is just one Linear contribution Bs/pK, its measurement is
more straightforward. Against QMOKE contributions, LinMOKE is not dependent
on sample orientation. But through well chosen sample orientation and magne-
tization directions, we may suppress QMOKE contribution. Hence, we fix sample
at zero degrees and measure signal with magnetization directions µ=90◦ and µ=270◦

→ Φ90
s/p − Φ270

s/p = ±2Bs/pK.
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Within our setup, measurement procedure write:

I902ω − I2702ω

2γs/p
= ∓Bs/pK, (σ = 0◦). (5.45)

As you can notice from final Kerr effect equation (Eq. (5.42)), through this measure-
ment sequence we get rid of QMOKE contribution. Although, within LinMOKE
measurements it is not as crucial affair, as LinMOKE is much stronger effect than
QMOKE.
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6 MOKE spectroscopy on Co2MnSi sample

Within this chapter we finally present experimental data obtained through our MOKE
spectroscopy setup. For this purpose we used series of Co2MnSi samples differing at
annealing temperature. However, due to lack of time, here we present only spectra
obtained from single Co2MnSi sample. As the MOKE setup was nearly constructed
in frame of this diploma thesis, those measurements also serve as test of the setup
itself, to found out noise level, repeatability of measurements etc. Hence, we present
only quadratic and linear spectra of one sample, but we try to measure it very pre-
cisely and several times. As major importance of these measurements is to show
that our setup work correctly and our model for measurement technique is correct,
we find better suited to properly test setup within one sample, than present here
magneto-optic spectra of multiple samples.

Co2MnSi films were epitaxially grown by inductively coupled plasma-assisted
magnetron sputtering with a (100) interface on a single-crystal MgO substrate cov-
ered with a 40 nm thick Cr buffer layer. The thickness of the Co2MnSi films is 30 nm.
To prevent oxidation, the thin-film stack is capped with a 1.3 nm thick Al protective
layer. After deposition, the samples were annealed in situ at different tempera-
tures, in order to achieve different degrees of ordering. The annealing temperatures
ranged from 300 ◦C up to 500 ◦C [10].

To attest our setup, sample Co2MnSi annealed at temperature of 475 ◦C was used.
We choose this sample, because quadratic effect should be strongest within it. We
measured QMOKE as well as LinMOKE effect within this sample. From this first
series of measurements we expect to obtain following:

• Show that experiment is repeatable with same result.

• Try to tune up setup to reduce the noise as possible.

Hence, each spectral dependence was measured four times to show that mea-
surements are repeatable. Some of the measurements was executed with distance
of few days, to be sure, that we do not measure some other effect cause by random
event in time of measurement. Each figure contain four blue lines, which correspond
to four independent measurements. Figures that describes magneto-optical spectra
of the sample also contain red line being arithmetic mean of these measurements.

6.1 Quadratic magneto-optical spectra of Co2MnSi sample

With setup configuration for QMOKE measurements (normal AoI) we yield spec-
tral dependence of QMOKE contribution to Kerr effect signal. This QMOKE con-
tribution is composed from quadratic Kerr rotation and quadratic Kerr ellipticity.
Quadratic Kerr rotation consists from real part of AsG44 and real part of AsGs.
Quadratic Kerr ellipticity then consist from imaginary part of AsG44 plus imagi-
nary part of AsGs. Hence, we introduce here in total four spectral dependencies of
QMOKE contribution.
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Spectral dependence of real and imaginary part of AsG44 is presented on Fig. (18)
and Fig. (19), respectively. On Fig. (20) and Fig. (21) is then presented real and
imaginary part of AsGs, respectively. The shape of dependencies look reasonably
and pass well our expectations. Furthermore, the course of experimental data is
very well repeatable. Also range of values of the measured signal respond to our
expectation, as QMOKE contribution should be in order of mili-degrees. Hence,
from these measurements we can conclude that experiment is repeatable and that
signal measured within our MOKE spectroscopy setup by measurement techniques
that was design within this work, should originate from quadratic magneto-optic
Kerr effect.

To attest that we measure QMOKE effect and not artefacts of sample or setup, we
have determined spectra of background, measured at configuration where predicted
signal is zero. It was measured at sample orientation σ = 0◦ and at magnetization
directions µ= 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦ with process identical as in Eq. (5.43). Background
signal is presented on Fig. (22) and Fig. (23). As you can notice, there is no observ-
able signal dependence on wavelength, background signal is just noise around zero.
This is very nice and strong verification that our model for yielding QMOKE effect
is correct.

Although, the noise signal of measured data is not insignificant. As you can no-
tice, noise of background signal at Fig. (23) is stronger and it was taken together
with measurement of imaginary part of AsGs. As you can see, spectral dependence
of imaginary part AsGs also possess higher noise ratio then other measurements.
That’s probably caused by fact, that within other measurements setup was better
aligned. But even the least noisy spectral dependence of imaginary part AsG44 still
posses noise ratio up to 5 mdeg. Furthermore, as you can notice, within all spec-
tral dependence, noise grow up as wavelength of light decreases. That’s caused by
drastic reduction of light intensity in higher energy region. Spectral dependence of
second harmonic intensity is presented at Fig. (24). As you can see, intensity start
drastically drop from 3 eV. Another, but not as drastic drop of intensity is around re-
gion of 2 eV. Course of intensity from Fig. (24) may originate from multiple sources.
First problem could be light source . We use lamp with visible spectral range, hence
its intensity decrease as we get closer to UV region. But lamp definitely does not
decrease so fast and drop around 2 eV couldn’t be caused by lamp. Another prob-
lem of lamp could be unstable intensity output (flashes), but according to Fig. (24)
it is not an issue. Other contribution to low light intensity may be lifetime of the
lamp. Average life time of lamp we have in use is 900 hours and our lamp is already
on 1450 hours. Another source of intensity decrease problem probably come from
monochromator. Within our spectral range, input filters and monochromator’s grat-
ings are changed several times. Filters change with light energy of 2.25 eV and 3.54
eV. Gratings change at 2.03 eV and 3.99 eV. As you can notice, some of these energy
values correspond to drops of intensity. Large drop at 2 eV is evidently cause by
grating change. Another change of grating occur at 4 eV. This change is also observ-
able by change of intensity decreasing slope. Hence, it seems that major problem
with intensity drops is caused by monochromator’s gratings and this problem have
to be solved in the future. But to be absolutely sure what is major source of intensity
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drops, intensity spectrum should be measured at output of lamp, at the output of
filters and then at the output of monochromator. On Fig. (25) we further present
spectral dependence of calibration slope γs. Its process possess similar shape as in-
tensity and its value get also extremely small after 4 eV, providing higher noise at
this spectral region.

But, despite the problem with low intensity, noise signal will be problem every
time, as the QMOKE signal is extremely weak. To suppress noise, we have to aver-
aged over the values of second harmonic intensity. Hence, with every magnetization
direction, we measure 300 values of second harmonic intensity during acquisition
time being 8 seconds and its arithmetic mean is used as result. The integration time
of lock-in is given by time constant being 300 ms for all measurements presented
here. Hence, every time change of some optical element or magnetization direction
occurs, setup should wait at least twice the period of time constant before starts to
take measurements. Within our measurements waiting time after each change was
one second. Hence, choice of time constant is a trade-off between low noise and time
needed for measurement. With the current setting of our setup, one measurement
of spectral dependence (one blue line) take slightly over one hour to be measured.

6.2 Linear magneto-optical spectra of Co2MnSi sample

With setup modified to AoI of 45 degrees, we can measure linear magneto-optical
spectra, namely longitudinal MOKE (LMOKE). As LMOKE depend only on param-
eter K we present here only two spectral dependencies. One for real part of BsK
corresponding to Linear Kerr rotation and other for imaginary part of BsK being
linear Kerr ellipticity. Spectral dependence of linear Kerr rotation could be see on
Fig. (26) and spectral dependence of linear Kerr ellipticity on Fig. (27).

As the LinMOKE is much stronger then QMOKE, noise ratio of signal is insignif-
icant compare to LinMOKE signal (if we do not take in account region over 4 eV).
On Fig. (28) we further present background signal measured with sample orienta-
tion σ = 0◦ and at magnetization directions µ = 0◦, 180◦ being transverse magneto-
optic configurations. Process of measurement is identical as described in Eq. (5.45)
and data was measured together with real part of BsK. As you can notice, it seems
that there is some slight dependence on wavelength. Within transverse MO config-
uration no Kerr effect occurs and as within this particular measurements incident
light was purely s-polarized light, reflectivity was not affect by sample magneti-
zation. Hence, right now it’s hard to say where from this dependence came from.
But magnitude of background signal is insignificant compared to signal of LMOKE
effect.

These spectral dependencies also confirm the results of QMOKE spectra mea-
surements. Repeatability of measurements is clear from each figure. Further, Lin-
MOKE signal is also in order of our expectations and is much more stronger than
signal of QMOKE.
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Figure 18: Spectral dependence of real part of AsG44. Blue lines are four indepen-
dent measurements, red line is average of these measurements. Real part of AsG44

correspond to contribution to quadratic Kerr rotation.

Figure 19: Spectral dependence of imaginary part of AsG44. Blue lines are four inde-
pendent measurements, red line is average of these measurements. Imaginary part
of AsG44 correspond to contribution to quadratic Kerr ellipticity.
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Figure 20: Spectral dependence of real part of AsGs. Blue lines are four indepen-
dent measurements, red line is average of these measurements. Real part of AsGs

correspond to contribution to quadratic Kerr rotation.

Figure 21: Spectral dependence of imaginary part of AsGs. Blue lines are four inde-
pendent measurements, red line is average of these measurements. Imaginary part
of AsGs correspond to contribution to quadratic Kerr ellipticity.
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Figure 22: Background signal of QMOKE acquired with magnetization directions
µ= 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦. Presented background signal was measured together with
real part of AsG44.

Figure 23: Background signal of QMOKE acquired with magnetization directions
µ= 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦. Presented background signal was measured together with
imaginary part of AsGs.
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Figure 24: Spectral dependence of second harmonic intensity.

Figure 25: Spectral dependence of calibration slope γs.
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Figure 26: Spectral dependence of real part of BsK. Measurement was executed
with AoI of 45 degrees and with magnetization directions µ = 90◦, 270◦. Measure-
ment process is described in Eq. (5.45). Real part of BsK correspond to linear Kerr
rotation.
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Figure 27: Spectral dependence of imaginary part of BsK. Measurement was exe-
cuted with AoI of 45 degrees with magnetization directions µ = 90◦, 270◦. Measure-
ment process is described in Eq. (5.45). Imaginary part of BsK correspond to linear
Kerr ellipticity.

Figure 28: Background signal obtained together with measurements of real part
of BSK. Measurement process is identical as in Eq. (5.45) but with magnetization
directions being µ = 0◦, 180◦.
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7 Conclusion

In conclusion, we are constructing magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) spectroscopy
setup, to measure spectral dependencies of quadratic and linear Kerr rotation and
Kerr ellipticity. The setup use photoelastic modulator for polarization modulation.
Second harmonic intensity of detected signal is then measured via lock-in ampli-
fier. Measurement itself is based on calibration process, which have to be done with
every wavelength and sample orientation. The calibration is provided by analyzer
rotation that mimics Kerr rotation and hence provide us dependence of second har-
monic intensity on Kerr rotation. Real value of Kerr rotation is then yield by measur-
ing change of intensity with magnetization reversal. Kerr ellipticity is yield through
same technique, when compensator is employed within the setup.

First, our intention was to use setup arrangement: polarizer - photoelastic mod-
ulator - compensator - sample - analyzer. Within this arrangement, setup would be
easier to manipulate when changing from QMOKE configuration to LinMOKE con-
figuration. But, after equations of light propagation through setup with this arrange-
ment was handled, it reveal that measurement and calibration processes would be
too complicated. Hence, we instead employ setup arrangement: polarizer - sample
- compensator - photoelastic modulator - analyzer. Within this arrangement, mea-
surement and calibration processes are much more straightforward.

Further, we bring measurement techniques for separation of contributions to
MOKE, being LinMOKE and QMOKE. To measure LinMOKE contribution, angle
of incidence was chosen to be 45 degrees. Then we measure second harmonic in-
tensity with magnetization directions µ = 90◦, 270◦. Differences of these intensities
divided by calibration slope provide us value of Bs/pK. In case of crystal owning
point symmetry, the QMOKE consists of two contributions, As/pGs and As/pG44. To
cancel LinMOKE contribution to measured signal, we used normal angle of inci-
dence and keeping magnetization in-plane. Technique for separation of these two
QMOKE contributions was brought. To obtain contribution As/pG44 we measure
second harmonic intensity with magnetization directions µ = 45◦, 135◦, 225◦, 315◦

when sample orientation is σ = 0. For yielding contribution As/pGs we repeat this
measurement sequence, but for sample orientation σ = 45◦.

Through those measurement techniques, quadratic and linear magneto-optical
spectra of sample Co2MnSi was obtained. Acquired data fulfills our expectations
within magnitude of LinMOKE and QMOKE contribution, also its course look very
promising. Furthermore, to test our setup on presence of artefacts, we measure
QMOKE and LinMOKE background with magnetization directions where all con-
tributions should vanish as given by theoretical predictions. Indeed, the measured
background provided tiny signal, being very nice and tough attest that both setup
and sample behave as predicted.
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A Sign convetions

This Appendix summarize the sign conventions and definitions of directions, which
are going to be used within this work.

A.1 Time convention

Let us assume E(r⃗, t) is the electric field vector in the complex representation. This
complex representation corresponds to real and measurable electric field ℜ(E(r⃗)e−iωt) =
∥E∥ cos (ωt+ δ), at a given time t. The sign in the exponent is just matter of conven-
tion and here we adopt the convention e−iωt.

Within this convection, the refractive index has form N(ω) = n(ω) + ik(ω), where
n(ω) > 0, k(ω) > 0. Furthermore, permittivity writes ε = εR + iεI , where εI > 0.

A.2 Cartesian axis referential

To describe reflection on sample, those cartesian systems are needed, one for in-
cident light beam, one for reflected light beam and one for the sample. All those
cartesian systems are in Fig. (29) defined.

Cartesian referential of light
We use right-handed cartesian system ŝ, p̂, k̂ for description of the incident and
reflected light beam. The direction of vector k̂ equals direction of propagation
of light. Vector p̂ lies in the incident plane, i.e. a plane defined by incident and
reflected beam. Vector ŝ is perpendicular to this plane. This convention is the
same for both incident and reflected beams (Fig. (29)).

Cartesian referential of the sample
The cartesian system describing the sample is the right-handed x̂, ŷ, ẑ system,
where direction of x̂ is equal to ŝ and axis ẑ is normal to the surface of the
sample and point into the sample as show Fig. (29).

A.3 Angular and rotational convention

The rotation is defined as positive, if the rotated vector pointing in x̂ (ŝ) direction
rotates towards ŷ (p̂) direction, as sketched in Fig. (30). When applied to the optical
elements and the sample, this positive rotational definition provides:

• When looking into the beam, the positive rotation of the optical elements is
counter-clockwise.

• When looking to the top surface of the sample (i.e. from direction of the inci-
dent light beam), the positive rotation of the sample is clockwise.

• Within the Jones formalism, the rotation by angle φ is described by rotational
matrix Rφ. Two cases are taken into account:
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Figure 29: Definition of cartesian coordinate systems.

Figure 30: Definition of positive angle rotation.
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1. When vector is rotated by angle φ within a fixed cartesian system, then
vector’s cartesian coordinates transforms by rotational matrix Rφ as:

rotated vector  
A′

x

A′
y


=


cosφ − sinφ

sinφ cosφ


  

Rφ

original vector  
Ax

Ay


. (A.1)

This rotation of vector is demonstrated in Fig. (31a).

2. When the cartesian system is rotated by angle φ, then coordinates of a
fixed vectors are transformed using rotational matrix R−1

φ :

coordinates in rotated system  
a′x

a′y


=


cosφ sinφ

− sinφ cosφ


  

R−1
φ

coordinates in original system  
ax

ay


. (A.2)

This rotation of coordinate system for fixed vector is demonstrated in
Fig. (31b).

The rotation of optical element is described by equation:

X′ = RφXR−1
φ , (A.3)

where X is description of optical element in the Jones formalism in its own coor-
dinate system and X′ is description of element in the rotated coordinate system,
rotated by angle φ. Again, positive rotation of element is counter-clockwise, when
looking into the beam.

A.4 Left and Right circular polarization convention

RCP
Right-hand circular polarization is circular polarization, where electric field
vector rotate counter-clokwise, when looking into the beam.

LCP
Left-hand circular polarization is circular polarization, where electric field vec-
tor rotate clokwise, when looking into the beam.

A.5 Vector orientation in three-dimensions (3D)

Vector in 3D space can be described by spherical system. In this system coordinates
x, y, z writes:
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Figure 31: Rotation of vector in fixed coordinated system (a). Variation of coordi-
nates of a fixed vector, when coordinate system is rotated by positive angle (b).

Figure 32: Vector description in spheric system.

x = r sin θ cosφ, (A.4)

y = r sin θ sinφ, (A.5)

z = r cos θ, (A.6)

where orientation angles θ, φ are defined as sketched in Fig. (32).

A.6 Convention of magneto-optic Kerr effect

Kerr rotation θ is positive if azimuth θ of the polarization ellipse rotates clockwise,
when looking into the reflected light beam. The Kerr ellipticity ϵ is positive if electric
field vector E rotates clock-wise when looking into reflected light beam.
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The sample is describe in Jones formalism by matrix:

SR =


rss rsp

rps rpp


(A.7)

For this reflection matrix and small Kerr rotation θ and small Kerr ellipticity ϵ, θ <<
1, ϵ << 1, are (as described in Sec. (2.4)):

Φs = −rps
rss

= θs + iϵs (A.8)

Φp =
rsp
rpp

= θp + iϵp (A.9)

Now, lets demonstrate validity of Eq. (A.8) and Eq. (A.9) for a given Kerr rotation
and Kerr ellipticity in a given definition of the cartesian system. For simplicity, we
limit here only to non-absorbing system, i.e. all imaginary parts are assumed zero.
An incident p-polarized wave reflected on sample writes:

reflected  
rsp

rpp


=


rss rsp

rps rpp

 p-polarized
0

1


. (A.10)

Then, Fig. (33a) demonstrate positive Kerr rotation for positive rsp and rpp and
writes:

tan θp =
rsp
rpp

, (A.11)

and because angle θ is small, θ << 1, we can write:

θp =
rsp
rpp

. (A.12)

The same demonstration for incident s-polarized wave:

reflected  
rss

rps


=


rss rsp

rps rpp

 s-polarized
1

0


. (A.13)

For positive rps and rss, the positive Kerr rotation writes:

− rps
rss

= tan θs ≈ θs (A.14)

Notice, that positive Kerr rotation is exactly opposite as positive angle rotation
described at start in this appendix. This irregularity originates from historical con-
ventions. Because this convention is widely used, we will keep that within this work
as well.
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Figure 33: Demonstrations of positive Kerr rotation, when looking into the beam.

A.7 Definition of optical elements in Jones formalism

Every optical element is described by matrix in Jones formalism. In following table,
we define the description of those matrices for optical element at zero and general
orientation α.

Definition of optical elements in Jones formalism

optical element non-rotated rotated by angle α

Polarizer

1 0
0 0

 
cos2 α cosα sinα

cosα sinα sin2 α



Modulator

ei

ϕ
2 0

0 e−iϕ
2


ei

ϕ
2


cos2 α + sin2 αe−iϕ cosα sinα(1− e−iϕ)
cosα sinα(1− e−iϕ) sin2 α + cos2 αe−iϕ



Compensator


ei

δ
2 0

0 e−i δ
2


ei

δ
2


cos2 α + sin2 αe−iδ cosα sinα(1− e−iδ)
cosα sinα(1− e−iδ) sin2 α + cos2 αe−iδ
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